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Chapter 1 
Background and Rationale 
Background 
Rationale 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
The Communications Technology Module for Grade 7 is based, 
conceptually, philosophically and practically, on the Atlantic 
Canada Foundation for Technology Education Curriculum 
(2001). The teacher is directed to the Foundation document for 
specific information that forms the basis for this and other 
technology education curricula in the province of Newfoundland 
and Labrador. 
Communications Technology is the first of five modules to be 
delivered at the Intermediate level. It is recommended students 
complete the Communications Technology Module first, as each 
module builds on knowledge and skills obtained in previous 
modules. The delivery order of modules is: Grade 7 
Communications Technology Module, Grade 8 Production and 
Control Technology Modules, and Grade 9 Energy & Power and 
Biotechnology Modules. 
Outcomes Structure 
Curriculum content and student activities are defined with 
respect to a structure of curriculum outcomes (Figure 1). The 
essential components of the outcomes structure are: 
EGu. Essential Graduation Learnings are statements describing 
the knowledge, skills, and attitudes expected of all students who 
graduate from high school. 
GCOs. General Curriculum Outcomes are statements that 
identify what students are expected to know and be able to do 
upon completion of study in a curriculum area. 
1 
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KSCOs. Key Stage Curriculum Outcomes provide additional 
detail for each of the GCOs. There are four Key Stages - Key 
Stage 1 (K-Grade 3), Key Stage 2 (Grades 4-6), Key Stage 3 
(Grades 7-9), and Key Stage 4 (Grades 10-12). Key Stage 
Curriculum Outcomes provide a means to quickly assess progress 
in a subject area at the end of a level of schooling. 
SCOs. Specific Curriculum Outcomes are statements which 
describe knowledge, skills, and attitudes, in measurable terms, 
that students should possess upon completion of a grade level or 
course, e.g., Grade 3 science, or Grade 7 Communications 
Technology Module. 
Cluster 
EGL 
t ~ Subject Area 
GCO /I 
f / KeyStage 
KSCO 
~~ . ~ Course 
,............ sec /' ...... - ....... ---
Organizer 
~ Set of SCO's T/L Strategies A/E Strategies 
Figure 1 
Curriculum Guide Structure _ 
Resources/ 
Notes/ 
Vignettes/ 
Activities 
Curriculum Guides are developed for a course of study. This 
guide contains the SCOs for the course (Chapter 3) and presents 
other information related to it. Content is presented in four 
columns that span across two pages. Each set of two pages.has an 
Organizer stated at the top. An Organizer may be a topic, or 
some other statement which is employed to create a discrete 
component of the course. The four columns of content include: 
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Chapter 1: Background and Rationale 
I Outcomes. The set is one or more SCOs from the 
course that will be addressed by the organizer. Each SCO 
also contains a listing of the KSCOs it directly relates (The 
relative KSCOs are included in brackets). The KSCO 
would be those for the subject area the course fits. 
II Suggestions for Teaching and Learning. Teaching/ 
Learning Strategies are recommendations for implementing 
the curriculum. This section could include Organization 
and Preparation and Sample Student Projects and Acti.vities 
. 
secaons. 
III Suggestions for Assessment. Assessment and Evaluation 
Strategies are recommendations for determining student 
achievement. Suggestions are provided to assist the teacher 
with the evaluation and assessment of student activity. 
N Resources. This column provides additional information 
that may be of help to the teacher in lesson planning. 
References to teacher and student texts, appendix material, 
and other resources will be included here. 
The five appendices in this guide provide additional material and 
resource support to the teacher. Concepts, strategies, and 
resources identified in the guide are elaborated upon in the 
appendices. 
Essential Graduation Learnings 
Essential Graduation Learnings are documented in the Outcomes 
section of the Foundarion for the At/,a,nric Canada Technology 
Educati.on Curriculum document. The Essential Graduation 
Learnings for (EGu) are: 
• Aesthetic Expression. Graduates will be able to respond 
with critical awareness to various forms of the arts and be 
able to express· themselves through the arts. 
• Citizenship. Graduates will be able to assess social, cultural, 
economic, and environmental interdependence in a local and 
global context. 
• Communication. Graduates will be able to use the listening, 
viewing, speaking, reading, and writing modes of language(s), 
and mathematicil and scientific concepts and symbols, to 
think, learn, and communicate effectively. 
• Personal Development. Graduates will be able to continue 
to learn and to pursue an active, healthy lifestyle. 
3 
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• Problem Solving. Graduates will be able to use the strategies 
and processes needed to solve a wide variety of problems, 
including those requiring language, and mathematical and 
scientific concepts. 
• Technological Competence. Graduates will be able to use a 
variety of technologies, demonstrate an understanding of 
technological applications, and apply appropriate technologies 
for solving problems. 
• Spiritual and Moral Development. Graduates will be able 
to demonstrate understanding and appreciation for the place 
of belief systems in shaping the development of moral values 
and ethical conduct 
Reference to Foundation for the Atlantic Canada Technology 
Education Cu"iculum document is encouraged. 
General Curriculum Outcomes 
Technology Education curriculum in the Atlantic Provinces is 
defined in terms of five General Curriculum Outcomes (GCOs). 
These define the intent and focus of the Technology Education 
Program and apply from Kindergarten to Grade 12. They are: 
• GCO 1: Technological Problem Solving. Students will be 
expected to design, develop, evaluate, and articulate 
technological solutions. 
• GCO 2: Technological Systems. Students will be expected 
to evaluate and manage technological systems. 
• GCO_ 3: History and Evolution of Technology. Students 
will be expected to demonstrate an understanding of the 
history and evolution of technology, and of its social and 
cultural implications. 
• GCO 4: Technology and Careers. Students will be expected 
to demonstrate an understanding of current and evolving 
careers and of the influence of technology on the nature of 
work. 
• GCO 5: Technological Responsibility. Students will be 
expected to demonstrate an understanding of the 
consequences of their technological choices. 
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Key Stage Curriculum Outcomes 
The Key Stage Curriculum Outcomes for Technology Education 
are listed in the Outcomes section of the Foundation for the 
Atlanric Canada Technology Education Curriculum document. 
Key Stage Curriculum Outcomes (KSCOs) expand the intent of 
the GCOs and summarize what is expected of students during 
each of the four Key Stages. The Grade 7 Communications 
Technology Module adheres to the KSCOs at the Key Stage 3 
level (Grades 7-9). 
Key Stage 3 Curriculum Outcomes listed are organized according 
to each of the five General Curriculum Outcomes (GCOs) for 
the Atlantic Canada Technology Education Curriculum. 
By the end of grade 9, students will have achieved the outcomes 
for entry to grade 6 (Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2) and will also 
be expected to: 
1.301 articulate problems that may be solved through 
technological means 
• examine problem situations 
• construct simple design briefs that include the 
problem statement and conditions affecting the 
· solution 
1.302 conduct design studies to identify a technological solution 
to a problem 
• investigate related solutions 
• document a range of options to solve the problem 
• determine and justify the best option 
• create a plan of action that includes technical sketches 
1.303 develop (prototype, fabricate, make) technological 
solutions to problems 
• identify appropriate tools and resources 
• employ safe practices and resource conservation 
• develop the solution with redesign as necessary to 
ensure the design brief is satisfied 
• document all activities and decisions 
5 
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GC02 
Technological Systems 
GC03 
6 
History and Evoluti.on of 
Technology 
1.304 critically evaluate technological solutions and report their 
findings 
• use established and their own criteria to evaluate the 
effectiveness of both their own and others' 
technological solutions 
• assess solution components and incorporate the 
required changes during the design activity 
• document and report their changes, the rationale for 
change, and conclusions 
1.305 communicate ideas and information about technological 
solutions through appropriate technical means 
• create more sophisticated orthographic and isometric 
• Views 
• create alternate representations, such as computer 
animations and physical models 
2.301 operate, monitor, and adjust a representative range of 
technological systems 
2.302 manage a representative range of technological systems 
2.303 employ programming logic and control systems to sense, 
switch, and regulate events and processes 
2.304 classify technological systems, using one or more schema, 
and determine their operational components and 
parameters (e.g., schema include general make-up, 
underlying principles and purposes, and sub-systems) 
2.305 diagnose and repair malfunctioning systems 
3.301 examine the historical evolution of technologies and 
predict future developments 
3.302 investigate ways that science activities depend on 
technology and that inventions in technology depend on 
• 
science 
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3.303 examine technological literacy and capability in modern 
society and their effects on citizenship and education 
3.304 evaluate the effects of rapid change in technological 
systems on people in their schools and communities 
3.305 account for effects of cultural diversity on technological 
solutions 
• examine the effects of culture on traditional 
products, and vice versa 
• explore how products are designed differently for 
different markets 
• apply their understanding of cultural preferences 
when developing technological solutions 
4.301 examine the technologies of specific careers and 
workplaces, including the organizational structures of 
work environments and the effects of newer technologies 
4.302 examine the roles of design and invention in business 
growth and economic development 
4.303 develop strategies to assess their technological literacy/ 
capability and plan for continuous personal growth, using 
external criteria 
5.301 demonstrate an understanding of the nature and purpose 
of legal and ethical rules and principles 
5.302 develop personal rules of conduct that ensure healthy and 
safe practices 
5.303 develop and demonstrate risk-management strategies for a 
variety of technological activities 
7 
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Time Allocation 
8 
The Grade 7 Communications Technology Module is designed 
to be completed in a minimum of twenty-six (26) hours of class 
time as a stand-alone module. Although the module requires 
students to construct physical objects, it does so by implementing 
a design and problem solving methodology. There are many 
opportunities to connect to other subject areas, either through 
one or more stages of the problem solving process, or through the 
very nature of the problem being solved. 
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Chapter 2 
Course Organization 
Organization The Specific Curriculum Outcomes (SCOs) for the Grade 1 
Communications Technology Module are derived from Key 
Stage 3 (Grade 7-9) Key Stage Curriculum Outcomes (KSCOs). 
The SCOs are organized into three units: 
• Unit 1 - Big Ideas 
• Unit 2 - Basic Skills 
• Unit 3 - Design Activity 
Outcomes in each unit are listed within Unit topics. 
Unit 1 - Big Ideas 
• Topic !:Tools of Communication - Past, Present and Future 
• Topic 2: Using Communications Tools for Everyday 
Activities 
• Topic 3: Processes of Communication 
• Topic 4: Communications Systems 
• . Topic 5: Introduction to Communications Graphics 
• Topic 6: Introduction to Graphic Design 
• Topic 7: Technological Problem Solving 
Unit 2 - Basic Skills 
• Topic 1: Communication Graphics - Sketching and Simple 
Technical Drawings 
• Topic 2: Ownership and Copyright 
• Topic 3: Creating, Importing and Acquiring Images, Audio 
and Video 
• Topic 4: Creating Documents 
• Topic 5: Presenting Your Ideas 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module g 
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Unit 3 - Design Activity 
• Implementing the Design Model: 
• Step 1 - Identification of the Problem 
• Step 2 - Development of the Design Brief 
• Step 3 - Investigation and Research 
• Step 4 - Identification of Possible Solutions 
• Step 5 - Selection of the Best Solution 
• Step 6 - Development of the Solution 
• Step 7 - Evaluation of the Solution 
• Step 8 - Presentation of the Report 
• Evaluation of Design Activity: 
• Portfolios and Solutions (Products) 
• Evaluation of Design Activities 
Each topic has one or more SCOs associated with it. Suggested 
Teaching/Learning Strategies and Assessment/Evaluation 
Strategies for each topic are designed to provide introductory 
material for the teacher and foster lesson preparation. 
Intermediate Technology Education Modules are sequential and 
successive modules build upon knowledge and skills achieved in 
previously completed modules. It is recommended that students 
enrol in the modules in the sequential order, beginning with the 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module. It is expected 
that many of the Communications Technology Module SCOs 
will be addressed repeatedly throughout the Intermediate 
Technology Education Program and its associated Key Stage 3 
KSCOs. 
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Specific Curriculum Outcomes 
Overview 
Unit 1 - Big Ideas 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
All of the Specific Curriculum Outcomes (SCOs) for the Grade 
7 Communications Technology Module are listed. The Key 
Stage Curriculum Outcome(s) the SCO relates is included at the 
end of each SCO statement, included in the brackets. Refer to 
the Key Stage Curriculum Outcomes section in Chapter 1. 
Unit 1 has seventeen (17) SCOs: 
1.01 trace the evolution of communications technologies [3.301] 
1.02 examine the role of Atlantic Region in the evolution of 
communications technology [3.301] 
1.03 explore convergence in a variety of information and 
communications technologies [3.304] 
1.04 explore and identify information and communications 
tools, systems and networks in daily use at home and in 
school [3 .305] 
1.05 work effectively in a variety of communications media 
[3.301, 3.302] 
1.06 use communications technologies to build new knowledge 
from existing information by accessing, evaluating and 
selecting appropriate information, and creating, modifying 
and disseminating information [3.301, 3.302] 
1.07 identify examples of the basic communications processes of 
encoding/ decoding, transmitting/ receiving, storing/ 
retrieving [3.304] 
1.08 differentiate between analog and digital communications 
principles and technologies [3.304] 
1.09 explore new and emerging communications systems [3.303] 
1.10 examine the effect of rapid change in communications 
systems on themselves [3.304] 
11 
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1.11 describe the role of communications systems as a tool for 
lifelong learning [ 4.303] 
1.12 demonstrate understanding of the use of technical drawings 
[1.305] 
1.13 identify specific examples of isometric (pictorial) and 
orthographic drawings [ 1.305] 
1.14 use the language and terminology of communications 
processes and communications tools [1.305] 
1.15 demonstrate knowledge of the elements of graphic visual 
design [1.305] 
1.16 demonstrate knowledge of the principles of graphic design 
[1.305] 
1.17 demonstrate understanding of the technological problem-
solving model [1.301, 1.302, 3.303, 3.304] 
Unit 2 has nine (9) SCOs: 
2.01 use a range of 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional 
representational techniques to communicate technical 
solutions and ideas [2.30 l, 1.305] 
2.02 identify the roles of ethical decision making and intellectual 
honesty as factors in making technological choices [5.301] 
2.03 use image editing programs to create bitmapped images and 
structured draw~gs [1.305, 2.301] . 
2.04 digitize still images by using scanners, digital cameras, or 
video capture devices [1.305, 2.30 l, 2.302] 
2.05a digitize sound by using audio cards, microphones and other 
devices [1.305, 2.301, 2.302] 
(Optional) 2.0Sb digitize video clips by using digital 
cameras, video capture cards, or 
IEEE1394 devices [1 .305, 
2.30 l, 2.302] 
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2.06 use graphic design elements and principles to plan simple 
documents [1.305] 
2.07 use a variety of software to create documents that 
incorporate text and graphics [ 2.301] 
2.08 develop a presentation outline [1.305] 
2.09 develop a presentation using multimedia software [1.305] 
Unit 3 has twenty-three (23) SCOs: 
3.01 identify real life communication problem situations and 
opportunities, and select one for further development 
[1.301] 
3.02 develop a rationale for solving a particular problem, and 
effectively communicate that rationale to others [ 1.301] 
3.03 identify and clearly state communications problems [1.301] 
3.04 specify conditions and criteria which affect how the 
problem will be solved [1.301] 
3.05 generate a design brief and place it in the design portfolio 
[1.301 J 1.305] 
3.06 investigate ways that other people solved similar problems 
. [1.302, 1.304, 5.301, 5.303] 
3.07 investigate resources available to solve this problem [1.302, 
3.305] 
3.08 use the design portfolio to document the investigation and 
research [ 1.305] 
3.09 use one or more idea generation strategies to identify a range 
of alternative solutions [ 1.302] 
3.10 use the design portfolio to document the possible solutions 
[1.305] 
3.11 develop criteria for assessing solution options [1.302, 3.303, 
5.303] 
13 
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3.12 using established criteria, examine the solution options and 
select the most appropriate [ 1.302] 
3.13 use the design portfolio to document the proposed solution 
and the rationale for choosing it [1.305] 
3.14 identify specific tools and resources and determine new skills 
that will need to be acquired [1.303, 4.303] 
3.15 create a plan of action [1.302] 
3.16 using safe practices, develop the solution, redesigning as 
necessary [5.302, 5.303, 1.303, 1.305] 
3.17 use the design portfolio to document the development 
process, including changes and the rational for them [1.305] 
3.18 establish criteria for evaluating the solution [ 1.304] 
3.19 evaluate the solution, based on predetermined criteria 
[1.304] 
3.20 use the design portfolio to document the evaluation process, 
including evaluation criteria and how the solution was 
assessed [1.305] 
3.21 based on information recorded in the design portfolio, 
develop a presentation plan [ 1.305] 
3.22 using appropriate presentation tools and strategies, develop a 
presentation that demonstrates how the design model was 
implemented, and the implications of the solution [l .305, 
3.305] 
3.23 present the solution and the report to the class [1.305] 
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Course Components, 
Outcomes and Strategies 
Overview 
General Module 
Goals 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
This module, like all technology education curricula, is based 
primarily on a technological problem solving strategy called 
design. Design, by definition, is a purposeful activity resulting in 
the development of solutions to human needs and wants. It 
applies technological resources and technical methods. 
The general goals of the Grade 7 Communications Technology 
Module are organized within three topics: 
• Knowledge (Big Ideas) 
• Basic Skills 
• DesignActivity 
Big Ideas 
Students will develop knowledge of. .. 
• history and evolution of communications tools 
• use of communications tools 
• principles of communicatio~ 
• communications systems 
• graphics for communicating ideas 
• graphic design ideas 
• technological problem solving 
15 
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Basic Skills 
Students will develop basic skills related to ... 
• sketching and simple technical drawings 
• finding and assessing information 
• ownership and copyright 
• designing simple documents 
• using images, audio, and video 
• designing compound documents 
• presenting ideas 
Design Activity 
Students will. .. 
• assess problem situations 
• work with design briefs 
• conduct research related to specific problems 
• identify and assess solutions to a problem 
• develop and evaluate solutions to a problem 
• evaluate their solution and present a report 
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Chapter 3: Unit 1 - Big Ideas 
Purpose 
The purpose of the big ideas section is to provide students with 
an introduction to the ideas, terminology and concepts covered 
in the module. In this section, students will develop knowledge 
of the following topics: 
• Topic 1: Tools of Communication - Past, Present and 
Future 
• Topic 2: Using Communications Tools for Everyday 
Activities 
• Topic 3: Processes of communication 
• Topic 4: Communications Systems 
• Topic 5: Introduction to Communications Graphics 
• Topic 6: Introduction to Graphic Design 
• Topic 7: Technological Problem Solving 
Profile 
This section introduces the concept of communications as a 
purposeful activity that employs a broad range of tools and 
methodologies. Specific tools and methods will be introduced as 
examples. In particular, students will be introduced to ways that 
graphics, audio and video, and multimedia are used to present 
ideas. Introductory graphic techniques for orthographies (20) 
and pictorial representation (30) will be covered. 
The section may include connections to other subjects, and will 
likely include non-class activities, such as homework. 
The section does not have "design and make" activities. 
17 
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Evaluation of 
the Big Ideas 
Unit 
18 
Implementation 
This section should be completed in not more than 6 hours 
maximum class time. Consideration should be given to 
integrating parts of this section with Unit 2: Basic Skill.sand Unit 
3: Design Activity. 
The Big Ideas section is intended to introduce ideas, terminology 
and concepts related to communication. Evaluation will focus 
primarily on student's understanding of this information. 
Although activities and evaluation suggestions are offered with 
each topic, it is not intended that significant detail be covered, or 
that students engage in any great depth of treatment. Much of 
the content will actually be learned while engaging in the activities 
of Unit 2: Basic Skill.s and Unit 3: Design Activity. 
The Big Ideas unit should account for 200/o of the evaluation for 
the Communications Technology Module. 
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Topic 1: Tools of Communication - Past, Present and Future 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communications 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
1.01 trace the evolution of 
. . 
commun1cat1ons 
technologies (3.301] 
1.02 identify the role of the 
Atlantic region in the 
evolution of 
communications technology 
[3.301] 
1.03 describe convergence.in a 
variety of information and 
. . 
commun1cat1ons 
technologies (3 .304] 
1.04 identify information and 
communications tools, 
systems and networks in 
daily use at home and in 
school (3.305] 
20 
Suggestions for Leaming and Teaching 
Organization and Preparation 
• Identify sources of historical information on 
communications technologies such as local communications 
companies or the Internet 
• Collect samples of tools and equipment such as telephones, 
computers, or televisions 
• Collect samples of communications products such as images, 
posters, videos, movies, communiques 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
• Construct a timeline showing inventions, innovations and 
other significant communications events 
• Research how communications tools have been used in your 
local community and in the province, e.g., the evolution of 
the phone system 
• Identify differences in communications capabilities in 
different regions of the provinces 
• Examine ways that newer communications tools combine 
tasks that were formerly done by different tools 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Strategies could include 
• Assess and evaluate by using criteria such as: 
• Accuracy of information 
• Range and scope of information 
• Understanding of the material 
• Communication style/skills 
• Level of language and indication of technological 
literacy 
• Group and individual dynamics 
• Accountability of individuals within the group 
• Determine students' ability to recognize communications 
tools and equipment, their functions, and procedures for 
using them 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 1 - Big Ideas 
Resources 
Technology lnteractiom (Harms 
and Swernofsky) p. 108 
Technology lnteractiom 
(Teacher's Resource Guide) 
{Harms, Swernofsky et al) pp. 
73-74, 157-158 
Appendix A - Big Ideas 
(pp. A-1 - A-3) 
Appendix D - Resources 
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Chapter 3: Unit 1 - Big Ideas 
Topic 2: Using Communications Tools for Everyday Activities 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communications 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
1.05 work effectively in a variety 
of communications media 
[3.301, 3.302] 
1.06 use communications 
technologies to build new 
knowledge from existing 
information by accessing, 
evaluating and selecting 
appropriate information, 
and creating, modifying and 
disseminating information 
[3.301, 3.302] 
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Suggestions for Leaming and Teaching 
Organization and Preparation 
Prepare a presentation that illustrates the basic concepts and issues 
of communications tools. Demonstrate each tool's main screens. 
Students could be introduced to the following: 
• Text editors (word processors, HTML editors) 
• Paint programs 
• CAD software 
• III ustration software 
• Desktop publishing software 
• Computer animation software 
• Internet 
• Audio capture/edit software and hardware 
• Video capture/edit software and hardware 
• Digital Camera I Digital Video Camera 
• Scanners 
• Printers 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
• Select one communications product/process and research/ 
ident~fy the following: 
• Its purpose 
• Main tools and features 
• Typical sequence of tasks to use product or do 
process 
• Deliver a short presentation on communications tools 
employed in the home or at school 
• Download and install freeware software from the Internet 
and explore its features and tools 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Strategies could include 
• Determine the degree to which students understand the uses 
of communication technology in their daily lives 
• Assess ways that students adopt new communications tools 
into their own practices 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 1 - Big Ideas 
Resources 
Technology lnteractiom (Harms 
and Swernofsky) Ch. 3-7 
Technology lnteractiom 
{Teacher's Resource Guide) 
(Harms, Swernofsky et al) pp. 
67-76, 149-160, 201-212 
Appendix A - Big Ideas 
(p. A-3) 
Appendix D - Resources 
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Chapter 3: Unit 1 - Big Ideas 
Topic 3: Processes of Communication 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communications 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
1.07 identify examples of the 
basic communications 
processes of encoding/ 
decoding, transmitting/ 
receiving, storing/ retrieving 
[3.304] 
1.08 differentiate between analog 
and digital communications 
principles and technologies 
[3.304] 
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Suggestions for Leaming and Teaching 
Organization and Preparation 
• Develop a presentation that: 
• illustrates communications processes, 
• demonstrates how different tools achieve each 
process, 
• differentiates the operation of analog 
communications tools from digital communications 
tools 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
• Select a communication product or tool (for text, audio or 
video) and identify/demonstrate how it does each of the 
following (e.g., telephone system, computer system): 
• encodes information 
• decodes information 
• stores information 
• retrieves information 
• sends information 
· • receives information 
• Distinguish analog communications devices from digital 
communications devices 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Strategies could include 
• Determine students' understanding of basic communications 
concepts 
• Determine students' ability to identify communications 
process functions when they occur 
• Determine students' ability to identify analog devices and 
digital devices 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 1 - Big Ideas 
Resources 
Technology lnteractiom (Harms 
and Swernofsky) Cli. 3-7 
Technology lnteractiom 
(Teacher's Resource Guide) 
(Harms, Swernofsky et al) pp. 
67-76, 149-160,201-212 
Appendix A - Big Ideas 
(pp. A-3 -A-4) 
Appendix D - Resources 
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Chapter 3: Unit 1 - Big Ideas 
Topic 4: Communications Systems 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communications 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
1.09 identify new and emerging 
. . 
commun1cat1ons systems 
[3.303] 
1.10 describe the effect of rapid 
change in communications 
systems on themselves 
[3.304] 
1.11 describe the role of 
26 
. . 
commun1cat1ons systems as 
a tool for lifelong learning 
[4.303] 
Suggestions for Leaming and Teaching 
Organization and Preparation 
Prepare a short presentation that addresses each of the outcomes, 
focusing on the basic concepts that underlie them: 
• Describe/ define systems and communications 
systems 
• Identify a number of communications devices/ 
products/ services and show how they are examples 
of systems, e.g., printer, modem, keyboard, PA 
System, radio, ... 
• Discuss convergence of functions and services across 
different communications systems 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
Select one communications device, or mechanism and describe: 
• Its inputs 
• How it processes the input 
• Its outputs 
• Ways that it provides feedback to the user or as self control 
• Its advantages over competing products 
• Its disadvantages 
• How it delivers services that other forms of 
communications also deliver 
• How it has changed in the last 3 years 
• How it will likely change in the next several years 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Strategies could include 
• Determine students' understanding of systems, components 
and examples of communications systems, types of services 
and activities that communications systems enable, and ways 
that these services and activities are being delivered by 
. 
compenng systems 
• Determine students' understanding of the evolution of 
. . 
commun1cat1ons systems 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 1 - Big Ideas 
Resources 
Technology lnteractiom (Harms 
and Swernofsky) pp. 23-25, 126 
Technology lnteractiom 
(Teacher's Resource Guide) 
(Harms, Swernofsky et al) pp. 
63-64, 75-76, 145-146, 197-
198 
Design and Problem Solving in 
Technology (Hutchinson, 
Karsnitz) Ch. 6-9 
Appendix A - Big Ideas 
(pp. A-5 -A-6) 
Appendix D - Resources 
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Chapter 3: Unit 1 - Big Ideas 
Topic 5: Introduction to Communications Graphics 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communications 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
1.12 demonstrate understanding 
of the use of technical 
drawings [1.305] 
1.13 identify specific examples of 
isometric (pictorial) and 
orthographic drawings 
[1.305] 
1.14 use the language and 
terminology of 
. . 
commun1cat1ons processes 
and communications tools 
[1.305] 
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Suggestions for Leaming and Teaching 
Organization and Preparation 
Prepare and deliver a presentation of basic technical drawings -
pictorials and working drawings. Describe the purpose of each 
type of drawing and show examples of isometrics and 
orthographies. 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
• Find examples where isometric and orthographic drawings 
are used in everyday activities and product materials 
• Compile a glossary of terminology used in orthographic and 
isometric drawings 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Strategies could include 
• Determine whether students can recognize and differentiate 
between isometric and orthographic drawings and can identify 
the types of lines used in each 
• Determine whether students can differentiate the purpose of 
each type of drawing 
• Determine students, knowledge of technical drawing 
terminology 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 1 - Big Ideas 
Resources 
Technology Interactions {Harms 
and Swernofsky) Ch. 3, pp. 66, 
72-73, 75, 79, 83 
Technology lnteracti.om 
(Teacher's Resource Guide) 
(Harms, Swernofsky et al) pp. 
67-68,69-70, 149-150, 153-
154,201-204,205-206 
Design am/ Problem Solving in 
Technology(Hutchinson, 
Karsnitz) pp. 52-64 
Appendix A - Big Ideas 
(pp. A-7 -A-20) 
Appendix D - Resources 
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Chapter 3: Unit 1 - Big Ideas 
Topic 6: Introduction to Graphic Design 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communicati.ons 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
1.15 demonstrate knowledge of 
the elements of graphic 
visual design [ 1.305] 
1.16 demonstrate knowledge of 
the principles of graphic 
design [ 1.305] 
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Suggestions for Leaming andTeaching 
Organization and Preparation 
Prepare a brief presentation on basic graphic design elements and 
principles, typography, image design and document design. 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
The main activities related to this topic will be deferred until 
students cover the Basic Skills Topic 4: Creati.ng Documents. 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Strategies could include 
Evaluation will be deferred until the relevant activities are covered 
in the Basic Skills section. 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 1 - Big Ideas 
Resources 
Technology lnteractiom (Harms 
and Swernofsky) pp. 72-78 
Technology lnteractiom 
(Teacher's Resource Guide) 
(Harms, Swernofsky et al) pp. 
69-70, 153-154,205-206 
Design and Problem Solving in 
Technology (Hutchinson, 
Karsnitz) pp. 64-83 
Appendix A - Big Ideas 
(pp. A-20 -A-51) 
Appendix D - Resources 
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Chapter 3: Unit 1 - Big Ideas 
Topic 7: Technological Problem Solving 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communications 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
1.17 demonstrate understanding 
of the technological 
problem-solving model 
[1.30 l, 1.302, 3.303, 
3.304] 
32 
Suggestions for Leaming andTeaching 
Organization and Preparation 
Prepare a presentation on the steps involved in technological 
problem solving activity, illustrating the design process model 
and describing how steps are interrelated. Emphasis should focus 
on the importance of the design process as a working model for 
developing technological solutions to everyday problems. 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
• Sketch a model of the design process model and describe 
what happens at each stage 
• Review the use of the design process in the design and 
development of a common product (e.g., automobile) 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Strategies could include 
• Assess students' understanding of the design process as a 
sequence of activities 
• Have students identify products and services they think were 
developed by people using the technological problem solving 
method 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 1 - Big Ideas 
Resources 
Technology Interactions (Harms 
and Swernofsky) Ch. 2 
Technology Interactions 
(Teacher's Resource Guide) 
(Harms, Swernofsky et al) pp. 
65-66, 147-148, 199-200 
Design and Problem Solving in 
Technology(l-Iutchinson, 
Karsnitz) Ch. 2 
Appendix A - Big Ideas 
(pp. A-52 -A-54) 
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Chapter 3: Unit 1 - Big Ideas 
34 Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
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Unit 2 
Basic Skills 
Overview 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 2 - Basic Skills 
Purpose 
The purpose of the basic skills section is to provide students with 
an introduction to the basic tools and techniques that will be 
employed as starting points for the design activity. Topics 
include: 
• Topic 1: Communication Graphics-Sketching and Simple 
Technical Drawings 
• Topic 2: Ownership and Copyright 
• Topic 3: Creating, Importing and Acquiring Images, Audio 
and Video 
• Topic 4: Creating Documents 
• Topic 5: Presenting Your Ideas 
Profile 
Students will engage in specific skill-building activities that relate 
directly to the concepts and ideas introduced in Unit 1 - Big 
Ideas. 
The section may include connections to other subjects and will 
likely include non-class activities, such as homework. 
The section does not have 'design and make" activities, but does 
build prerequisite capability through student completion of 
various skillbuilding activities. 
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Chapter 3: Unit 2 - Basic Skills 
Evaluation of 
the Basic Skills 
Unit 
36 
Implementation 
This section should be completed in not more than 6 hours 
maximum class time. Consideration should be given to 
integrating parts of this section with Unit 1 - Big Ideas and Unit 
3 - Design Activity. 
Evaluation of Basic Skills (Unit 2) 
Unit 2 is intended to introduce tools and basic tool skills related 
to communications. Evaluation will focus primarily on students' 
understanding of the tools and procedures, and to some extent, 
on the development of basic skills. 
The Basic Skills unit should account for 200/o of the evaluation 
for the Communications Technology Module. 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
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Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 2 - Basic Skills 
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Chapter 3: Unit 2 - Basic Skills 
Topic 1: Communication Graphics - Sketching and Simple Technical 
Drawings 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communications 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
2.01 use a range of 2-dimensional 
and 3-dimensional 
representational techniques 
to communicate technical 
solutions and ideas [2.30 l, 
1.305] 
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Suggestions for Leaming and Teaching 
Organization and Preparation 
• Prepare a set of grid paper for isometric and orthographies 
sketching. This can be a dark line grid that can be used 
under plain paper, or it can be a fine line grid that can be 
drawn on directly. Sample grids on "lettersize" layouts are 
provided in Appendix E (orthographic, isometric vertical, and 
isometric horizontal). 
• Provide a set of objects or drawings for students to use as 
models for drawing activities (e.g., simple blocks) 
• Drawings are to be done freehand at this stage, without rulers 
or other drawing aids. It is important that students acquire 
some skill with freehand drawing principles. 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
• Produce freehand drawing examples which incorporate each 
of the line types included in technical drawings. The drawing 
exercise should be done repeatedly for short periods of time 
throughout Unit 1 - Big Ideas and Unit 2 - Basic Skill.s. Skill 
is developed through regular practice. 
• Develop several pictorial and orthographic sketches from 
actual physical objects, or from pictures of simple physical 
objects. There are a few examples in the Topic 5: Introduction 
to Communications Graphics section in Appendix A: 
• Simple isometric blocks of various objects 
• Simple orthographic drawings of various objects 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Strategies could include 
Sketches should be evaluated against criteria in the following order 
of importance: 
• Evidence that no drawing aids, such as rulers, were used 
• Evidence that the student understands the relationship 
between the parts, or components, of the object being 
sketched and the actual parts, or components, of the finished 
sketch of that object 
• Neatness and accuracy 
• Evidence that the student understands the relationship 
between isometric and orthographic drawings. 
Note that many grade 7 students may have difficulty with the 
last item. Students at this level will probably experience less 
difficulty making copies of drawings, and may experience more 
difficulty creating drawings based on physical objects, such as 
blocks. 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 2 - Basic Skills 
Resources 
Technology Interactions {Harms 
and Swernofsky) Ch. 3, pp 66, 
72-73, 75, 79,83 
Technology Interactions 
{Teacher's Resource Guide) 
(Harms, Swernofsky et al) pp. 
67-70, 149-154,201-206 
Design an.el, Problem Solving in 
1echnology(Hutchinson, 
Karsnitz) pp 52-64 
Appendix A - Big Ideas 
(pp. A-7 -A-20) 
Appendix B - Basic Skills 
(p. B-1) 
Appendix E - Grids 
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Chapter 3: Unit 2 - Basic Skills 
Topic 2: Ownership and Copyright 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communications 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
2.02 identify the roles of ethical 
40 
decision making and 
intellectual honesty as factors 
in making technological 
choices [5.301] 
Suggestions for Leaming andTeaching 
Organization and Preparation 
• Introduce students to a variety of information sources. 
Provide them with instruction and guidance on how to do 
research (find information, assess its value, discard 
unnecessary/useless information, rewrite ideas in their own 
words, use proper referencing to sources) in the library, on-
line and in CD-ROM sources. Demonstrate how to conduct 
primary source research. Explain the organizational 
structure and naming system of URLs. 
• Present information on copyright, legitimate use of 
information, and plagiarism 
• Reference copyright laws, including CanCopy agreements 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
• Examine issues pertaining to copying information from 
various sources (digital and hard copy) in a variety of media 
(text, audio, visual) without proper referencing. Discuss the 
legal and moral implications of such activities. 
• Incorporate knowledge of copyright and ownership concepts 
into the content being developed for inclusion in the design 
portfolio in Unit 3 - Design Activity 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Strategies could include 
• Assess students' abilities to find relevant information, assess it, 
and reference it properly 
• Identify sources of information and determine the proper lines 
of enquiry 
Issues related to this topic will reappear in Unit 3: Design Activi'ty. 
Assessment of students' response to copyright will be a continuing 
process. 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 2 - Basic Skills 
Resources 
Technology Interactions {Harms 
and Swernofsky) pp 101-107 
Technology Interactions 
(Teacher's Resource Guide) 
(Harms, Swernofsky et al) pp. 
73-74, 157-158,209-210 
Design and Problem Solving in 
.1echnology(Hutchinson, 
Karsnitz) Ch 5 
Appendix B - Basic Skills 
(pp. B-1 - B-2) 
CanCopy Reference Material 
(available at individual schools) 
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Chapter 3: Unit 2 - Basic Skills 
Topic 3: Creating, Importing and Acquiring Images, Audio and Video 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communicatiom 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
2.03 use image editing programs 
to create bitmapped images 
and structured drawings 
[1.305, 2.301] 
2.04 digitize still images by using 
scanners, digital cameras, or 
video capture devices [1.305, 
2.30 l, 2.302] 
2.05a digitize sound by using 
audio cards, microphones 
and other devices [1.305, 
2.30 l, 2.302] 
Optional Outcome 
2.05b digitize video clips by using 
digital cameras, video 
capture cards, or IEEE1394 
devices [ 1.305, 2.30 l, 
2.302] 
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Suggestions for Leaming and Teaching 
Organization and Preparation 
Discuss and demonstrate: 
• image acquisition tools, e.g., digital still cameras, flatbed 
scanners, handheld scanners, video capture cards and video 
cameras audio capture tools (e.g., microphone, line in from 
tape players) 
• file naming conventions and file types 
• image editing tools and techniques 
• audio editing tools and techniques 
• video editing tools and techniques 
Consider alternate ways to do this in the time allotted for Unit 2, 
or incorporate the material into Unit 3 - Design Activity. For 
example, students could begin developing some of the content 
for their design portfolio while acquiring skill with hardware, 
software, and other tools. 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
• Experiment with creating, acquiring and manipulating 
images, audio and video 
• Begin developing/editing image, audio and video content for 
inclusion in the design portfolio that will be a part of Unit 3 
- Design Activity 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Strategies could include 
• Assess a wide variety of activities, but be aware of the 
introductory nature of this unit 
• Consider this unit as a skill building activity section. Students 
will demonstrate their understanding of the material as part of 
the application of it in Unit 3 - Design Activity 
• Assessment should be formative 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 2 - Basic Skills 
Resources 
Technology Interactions (Harms 
and Swernofsky) pp 71, 75, 
130, 131 
Appendix B - Basic Skills 
(pp. B-2 - B-4) 
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Chapter 3: Unit 2 - Basic Skills 
Topic 4: Creating Documents 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communicati.ons 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
2.06 use graphic design elements 
and principles to plan simple 
documents [1.305] 
2.07 use a variety of software to 
create documents that 
incorporate text and graphics 
[ 2.301] 
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Suggestions for Leaming andTeaching 
Organization and Preparation 
• Identify appropriate short tasks which result in the creation 
of a simple document 
• Students may need instruction in the use of the document 
production tool (e.g., wordprocessor, HTML editor, ... ) 
• This activity connects to Unit 1: Topics 1 and 2. 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
• Construct a portfolio for the design activity that will be 
completed as part of Unit 3 - Design Acti.vity. The portfolio 
will be a complex document with text and images, and if the 
portfolio is digital, it could also include audio, video, and 
multimedia. The portfolio will have a table of contents that 
follows the design process. 
• Construct complex documents for other subjects, for 
example a science or social studies report, as a means to 
develop and practice document development skill. 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Strategies could include 
• Determine capability with use of content production and 
editing tools to create documents 
• Assess document organization, primarily, and document 
content, secondarily 
• Continue to assess the development of the student design 
portfolio 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 2 - Basic Skills 
Resources 
Technology Interactions (Harms 
and Swernofsky) Ch 2, pp 23-
25, 126, and Ch. 3, pp 66, 72-
73, 75, 79,83 
Technology Interactions 
(Teacher's Resource Guide) 
(Harms, Swernofsky et al) pp. 
65-66, 69-70 
Design and Problem Solving in 
Technology(l-Iutchinson, 
Karsnitz) Ch 2-5, Ch 6-9 and pp 
52-64 and pp 64-83 
Appendix B - Basic Skills 
(p. B-4) 
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Chapter 3: Unit 2 - Basic Skills 
Topic 5: Presenting Your Ideas 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communicati.om 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
2.08 develop a presentation 
outline [ 1.305] 
2.09 develop a presentation using 
multimedia software [1.305] 
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Suggestions for Leaming and Teaching 
Organization and Preparation 
• Discuss ways to present information using text, images and 
other media 
• Introduce presentation software, such as Microsoft 
Power Point or Corel Presentations 
• Introduce and demonstrate HTML as a presentation tool 
that utilizes an Internet browser 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
• Develop and present a short report on communications 
tools, equipment, systems, or issues 
• The major activity related to this topic is the presentation of 
the student report at the conclusion of Unit 3 - Design 
Activity 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Strategies could include 
• Look for conformity with the outline presented in Appendix 
B for this topic 
• Use formative evaluation techniques for student practice 
• 
sessions 
• The major Assessment for this topic will be the report 
presentation the student will complete as part of the design 
activity in Unit 3 - Design Activity 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 2 - Basic Skills 
Resources 
Technology Interactions (Harms 
and Swernofsky) pp 71, 75, 
130, 131 
Design and Problem Solving in 
Technology(Hutchinson, 
Karsnitz) Ch 4 
Appendix B - Basic Skills 
(pp. B-5 - B-6) 
Help files and tu,torial.s bundled 
with software packages 
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Chapter 3: Unit 2 - Basic Skills 
48 Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
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Chapter 3: Unit 3 - Design Activity 
Unit 3 
Design Activity 
Overview 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Purpose 
The purpose of the Design Activity unit is to provide students 
with experience designing a communications product. Students 
will develop capability with the design process for developing 
technical solutions by employing the fundamental processes of 
• • 
commun1cat1on. 
Profile 
The Design Activity constitutes the major activity of the Grade 7 
Communications Technology Module. 
Typical activities/processes include: 
• . Usage and maintenance of design portfolios 
• Application of the design process to production of 
communications products 
• Identification of useful problems, and problems which 
students are capable of solving 
• Identification of resources, including tools and materials 
• Investigation and research of possible solutions to 
communications design problems 
• Identification of possible solutions to communications 
design problems 
• Selection of most appropriate solution 
• Development of the solution by working out the details and 
constructing the communications product 
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• Evaluation and/ or testing of the communications product, 
the solution. 
• Presentation of a report on the design problem, the process, 
and the solution 
• Relationship building to other subject areas 
• Participation in design teams 
Implementation 
This unit should be completed in not less than 14 hours 
minimum class time. Additional time may be used if the 
minimum 26 hours for the module are expanded, possibly 
through integration with other subject areas. 
This design activity may be related directly to an activity or 
problem in another discipline. 
This is primarily a design team activity, but it is reasonable to 
expect individuals to maintain a portfolio, or be responsible for 
specific parts of the design team portfolio and communications 
product development/production. 
Planning for Design 
Successful design activities in technology education are as much a 
state of mind as anything else. The issue is less one of finding a 
solution to a problem than how one proceeds from a problem 
situation to a reasonable solution. Evaluation of a product (a test, 
an assignment) is not as significant as the evaluation of the process 
used - the how and why things are more important. 
Planning for design in the Grade 7 Communications Technology 
Module needs to address the following: 
• Student exposure to problem situations and sample design 
briefs with flexibility to accommodate the actual student 
need. 
• Access to space that can accommodate a wide range of 
. . . . . . . 
commun1cat1ons act1v1t1es-not JUSt using computers. 
• Access to tools and materials appropriate to the problems that 
students will be solving 
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• Clear instruction of the design process/procedure guidelines 
for students 
• Distribution and explanation of appropriate evaluation 
criteria to the students - course and design activity 
• Distribution of design portfolio guidelines and management 
strategies to students 
• Development of a plan for managing the design process 
• Development of design team development and maintenance 
strategies for students 
• Development of a clear timeline for students, specifying 
completion dates for each phase of the process 
Appropriate Problems 
One of the most difficult tasks for the teacher is determining 
what is an appropriate problem for students to solve. Students 
can attempt to solve many of the problems that professional 
designers attempt. However, a grade 7 student cannot be 
expected to develop a solution with the same level of 
sophistication as a professional designer or even a student enrolled 
in a senior high technology education course. As an example, the 
student and professional designer can each attempt to solve an 
advertisement problem for a business, or a communication 
problem for a guest speaker at a school assembly, but the 
solutions will differ in their complexity. The main difference 
between each of those solutions is determined by the expectations 
for the solution. 
A number of factors may be manipulated to affect solution 
expectations to design problems; including: 
• Statement of the Design Brief. A design brief is used to 
focus the efforts of the design team. It states the problem, 
limits that are on the solution, and what the solution must 
do. It can be worded to make the process very open (e.g., 
any solution is possible), or narrow (e.g., solutions must 
come from a narrow range of possibilities). 
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• Statement of Design Work Evaluation. Inform students 
so they understand how they are being evaluated - what will 
they get marks for and what will cost them marks. Help 
them understand that they are building capability with 
technological problem solving, and that they are being graded 
on this more than the actual product. Many students are 
accustomed to being graded on a product (e.g., essay, report, 
test) and may find it difficult to adjust to this type of 
evaluation methodology. 
• Complexity of the Problem. It is very easy to let the process 
get out of hand. Resist the urge!! Restrict the problem to 
very simple ones. Don't confuse a general problem situation 
(e.g., there is a need to communicate directly to all students 
about events in the school) with a specific problem (e.g., the 
intercom is intrusive and interrupts classes). Pick a very 
specific problem, keep the solution simple, and ensure that 
there are resources to develop the chosen solution. 
Purpose of Student Design Teams 
• Emulate standard practices from industry 
• Develop team skills 
• Develop better solutions to real world problems 
• Build on strengths of individual students 
• Increase chances of success for individuals 
Student Design Teams vs. Professional Design 
Teams 
There is a substantially different expectation with students-as-
designers and professional designers. There are high expectations 
on professionals in terms of skills, strategies, knowledge and 
quality of their solutions. Students are learning a methodology, 
while at the same time acquiring basic technical skills and know-
how. They are building capability in the academic, social and 
technological arenas. Professionals are presumed to have 
advanced capabilities. 
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Students are evaluated differently as well. The purpose of 
evaluation is to determine their knowledge, technical skill, and 
level of design capability. 
Effective Operation of Student Design Teams 
Some key points: 
• Requires collaboration, cooperation 
• Requires sharing of ideas 
• Requires each student to do his/her part 
• Requires each student to assume leadership in an area of 
expertise or interest when called upon to do so 
• Requires each student to allow another to be leader when 
necessary 
• Requires willingness to compromise on some issues 
Key Issues for Managing Student Design 
Activities 
Teachers and students must: 
• Ensure that the problem is well understood. This is the 
purpose of the design brie£ The design brief should state the 
problem clearly, state any special conditions related to solving 
it, state what the solution should accomplish, and what the 
· students are expected to do (what they are accountable for). 
• Ensure they understand team versus individual work. 
There will be individual work required of students and that 
individual work will be part of the overall design team work. 
• Ensure they maintain a design portfolio. The design 
portfolio must have a record of things done, including drafts 
and developmental work, and a record of decisions made and 
the reasons for making them. The design portfolio normally 
uses the steps of the design process as its main headings. 
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• Ensure they understand the Design Process. The major 
steps of the design process serve to help students focus on 
tasks that need to be done. Although the steps are presented 
below as a linear sequence, in practice students may move 
back and forth through the steps. 
• Identification of the Problem Situation. Specifies the 
problem that requires a solution. 
• Development of the Design Brief. The Design Brief 
sets the task and conditions. 
• Investigation and Research. This step forces students 
to find information about similar problems and 
resources available. 
• Identification of Possible Solutions. Identifying 
solutions is a brainstorming activity to determine the 
possible ways of solving a specific design problem. 
Note that this step does not deal with any aspects of 
developing the solution. This step provides students 
with an opportunity to develop a lot of ideas very 
quickly. 
• Selection of the Best Solution. Picking the best 
solution means just that - evaluate the solution ideas 
formed in the previous step and pick the "best" one. 
• Development of the Solution. This step and the 
Modelling and Prototyping step account for the most 
work in the Design Process. During this step the 
details of the solution are defined and preparation is 
made for the completion of the next step. 
• Modelling and Prototyping. The chosen solution is 
created, built, made, etc. 
• Solution Testing and Evaluation. Testing and 
evaluating the solution is a trial to see if the solution 
actually solves the design problem identified. The 
process may occur throughout other steps in the 
design process to determine if individual parts or 
subsystems of the solution work. 
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• Solution Redesign and Improvement. It has been said 
that the redesigning and improving of a solution can 
continue forever. During this step students should 
act upon some of the findings form the previous 
Testing and Evaluation phase. 
• Ensure that the reporting procedure is clearly outlined and 
understood. Reporting is a means for students (as part of 
design teams) to share the results of their design problem 
solving activity with other students in the class. It also 
provides a means of closure for the Communications 
Technology Module as the process of student reporting will 
provide a review of the material covered during the Module. 
The design team should present a report to the class. 
• Ensure that the importance of the solution development is 
addressed. A solution must be developed. No solution 
means that the design activity was not successful. 
• Ensure that the evaluation outline for the module includes 
the three design components. The components are the 
design portfolio, the design solution, and the report. The 
purpose of the design portfolio is to document what actually 
happened, and, as such, it offers clues as to how students 
thought through the process. 
General Information on Design Portfolio 
Contents 
Portfolios are often used to keep records of the students' best 
work. This is not the purpose of design portfolios in technology 
education courses. 
The design portfolio is essentially a diary of the progress of the 
design activity. It contains all relevant information, especially 
trial and error information. It is used to illustrate the thinking 
and planning processes that students engage in while developing a 
technological solution to a problem. Evaluation of process is 
often indirect, in that the evidence comes from the portfolio. 
The value of the portfolio comes from how well it represents the 
process, which makes its evaluation of it very important. 
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The Design Portfolio should contain the following items: 
• A copy of the design brief 
• An entry for each class activity and time the student worked 
on the project. Each entry should note the following: 
• Things done 
• Things that worked 
• Things that did not work 
• Topics of discussion if decisions had to be made 
• Decisions made 
• Reasons for the decisions 
• Originals and/ or copies of sketches, notes, and other 
materials developed as part of the process 
• Images of devices, or actual physical components, 
that were part of the transitory development process 
- including things that did not work, along with 
information on what this led to 
• Information obtained from research and 
. . . 1nvest1gat1on 
• Any other pertinent information 
Organizing the Design Portfolio 
Design portfolios use the design process steps as its major 
headings. Information needs to be recorded at each step of the 
process. Headings normally would be: . 
• Identification of the Design Problem 
• Design Brief 
• Investigation and Research 
• Solution Ideas (Alternate Solutions/Options) 
• Solution Choice 
• Development of the Solution 
• Modelling and Prototyping 
• Testing and Evaluation of the Solution 
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• Redesigning and Improving 
• Report Presentation (The presentation would include the 
entire design portfolio but there can be a section devoted to 
the actual presentation material within the context of the 
design portfolio) 
Most of the content of the portfolio would be related to the 
development of the solution. 
Maintaining the Design Portfolio 
Students can employ two methods to maintain their design 
portfolios: 
• Electronic. An electronic design portfolio could be 
developed around a template that already has the headings 
and some directions for what to record. This method would 
be greatly enhanced if students have access to a scanner and a 
digital camera. The scanner would be used to add all 
paperwork, sketches, etc., to the portfolio and the digital 
camera could be used to record other kinds of activities. 
If the solution is developed on the computer (e.g., a web 
document, a poster, or a brochure) it could be added directly 
to the portfolio. If the electronic portfolio is web-based 
students will have the opportunity to link content and 
provide a much more interactive product to the audience. 
• File Folder. A paper {hard copy) design portfolio could be 
maintained in a file folder. All documentation, sketches, etc., 
would be added to the file. A written record of events and 
file contents would be maintained. 
The electronic design portfolio, especially a web-based one, will 
provide the students with a direct interaction with the more 
contemporary communications technology tools. Unit 2 - Basic 
Skills could provide the student the opportunity to gain skill 
with developing such an electronic portfolio. 
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Evaluation of Unit 3: Design Activity 
Unit 3 accounts for the largest time allotment of all three units in 
the Communications Technology Module. It therefore, should 
account for the largest percentage of the Module,s evaluation, a 
total value of 600/o. 
Evaluation of Unit 3 should be based on the following: 
Design Process I 0% 
(observation during each step) 
Design Portfolio 
Solution 
Report 
Total 
40o/o 
30% 
20°/o 
lOOo/o 
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Step 1 - Identification of the Problem Situation 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communicati.ons 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
3.01 identify real life 
communication problem 
situations and opportunities, 
and select one for further 
development [1.301] 
3.02 develop a rationale for 
solving a particular problem, 
and effectively communicate 
that rationale to others 
[1.301] 
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Organization and Preparation 
• Many students will be encountering design for the first time 
and will require an introduction. Depth of treatment may be 
limited due to the amount of time available, but teachers 
should highlight the major issues related to design. 
• It would be most useful if a sample analysis of one or two 
problem situations were presented to the class. One of those 
should result in the identification of the specific problem 
students will be attempting to solve as part of the module's 
design activity. It would be useful to conduct part of the 
analysis of problem situations with the class. Some students 
might benefit from conducting the analysis as an 
independent exercise, but time and student capability should 
be considered. 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
• Develop a chart that lists common communications 
problems (e.g., school news/information being 
communicated to parents, important announcements relayed 
during school fire drills) 
• Rank the communications problems according to their 
impact on everyday living 
• State a rationale for ranking the communications problems 
in a specific order 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Strategies could include 
• Evaluation will only be an issue if students assess problem 
situations and specify a problem 
• If students do specify a problem teachers could assess the 
students on the basis of clarity of the problem statement 
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Resources 
Design and Problem Solving in 
Technology (Hutchinson, 
Karsnitz) pp 19, 29-38 · 
Technology Interactions (Harms 
and Swernofsky) pp 30-34 
Technology Interactions 
{Teacher's Resource Guide) 
(Harms, Swernofsky et al) pp. 
65-66 
Appendix C 
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Step 2 - Development of the Design Brief 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communications 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
3.03 identify and clearly state 
communications problems 
[1.301] 
3.04 specify conditions and 
criteria which affect how the 
problem will be solved 
[1.301] 
3.05 generate a design brief and 
place it in the design 
portfolio [1 .301, 1.305] 
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Suggestions for Leaming and Teaching 
Organization and Preparation 
Design teams need to be organized. This can be done before 
establishing the design brief or after. Rules and procedures for 
design teams will need to be established and reviewed 
There are three approaches to developing a design brief: 
1. Provide a Design Brief. Use this approach if developing a 
Design Brief for the first time, or if time does not permit 
one of the other approaches. This will require preparation by 
the teacher of one or even several design briefs for the class. 
A single design brief will likely result in all student design 
teams solving the same problem. If several design briefs are 
provided, multiple problems could be solved by different 
design teams. 
2. Develop Design Brief with the Class. This may be the 
preferred approach. Supply a problem situation and 
develop a design brief through a collaborative approach with 
the entire class. As with the first approach it may be possible 
to develop several design briefs to provide student design 
teams with a choice. 
3. Students Develop the Design Brie£ This approach is 
recommended only when students have prior experience with 
design brief development, or if there is enough time to 
provide individual/group guidance. With this approach each 
design team could develop its own design brief and solve its 
unique problem. 
Prepare information on portfolios. The design brief will be the 
first piece of information in the portfolio. 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
• Review the design brief, and identify what it is asking 
• Work with other members of the design team to identify 
tasks that need to be done and who will do them 
• Start a design portfolio and add the brief to it 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Strategies could include 
• Assessment of student understanding of the design brief: 
Formative evaluation - assess through discussion, 
questions, or a homework assignment 
• Assessment of the initial cooperation of the design team 
members: 
Formative evaluation - assess through observation, 
review of team plans and responsibilities 
• Assessment of the organization of the design portfolio - team 
and individual 
Formative evaluation - review methods, work quality 
Evaluation Components 
The Brief may be provided in whole or in part. If it is evaluated 
in its entirety, the following components are required: 
• Short description of the problem situation 
• Statement of a specific problem 
• Criteria (conditions and limitations) affecting the solution 
• Expectations for the solution 
• What the designers are expected to do or deliver 
Evaluation will, therefore, be on those components required of 
students. 
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Resources 
Technology Interactions (Harms 
and Swernofsky) pp 34-35 
Design and Problem Solving in 
Teclmology (Hutchinson, 
Karsnitz) pp 20, 41-45 
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Step 3 - Investigation and Research 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communications 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
3.06 investigate ways that other 
people solved similar 
problems [1.302, 1.304, 
5.301, 5.303] 
3.07 investigate resources 
available to solve this 
problem [1.302, 3.305] 
3.08 use the design ·portfolio to 
document the investigation 
and research [1.305] 
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Suggestions for Leaming andTeaching 
Organization and Preparation 
• A selection of reference materials will need to be identified 
prior to students commencing this task. Materials may 
include books, magazines, catalogs (showing ready made 
products), CD-ROM's, or the Internet 
• Students will need to be made aware of the dual components 
of this step: 
• Research of similar problems and related solutions 
• Identification of available resources to solve their 
own design problem. 
• Strict timelines will have to be applied to keep this step of 
the Design Activity from becoming too extensive 
• Provide design teams with guidelines and strategies for 
organizing their design work so the various design activity 
tasks get evenly shared/ distributed among members 
• Ensure student design team members understand the 
importance of the information they gather 
• Demonstrate how the results need to be documented in the 
portfolio 
• Review the portfolios at the end of the phase. Ensure they 
are being maintained. They should be assessed early to allow 
students opportunity to correct any procedural issues. 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
• Design teams meet and assess the task. They divide the tasks 
equitably. 
• Each student then conducts the relevant piece of research 
• Each student contributes to the design portfolio 
• The design team provides an updated copy of the portfolio 
at the appropriate time for teacher review 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Issues 
How students respond to the issues stated below is an indicator of 
their understanding of the problem, the technological resources, 
and how the problem might get solved: 
Research of similar problems: 
• Time on task, completion on time 
• Quantity of information on similar problems 
• Quality of information on similar problems 
• How well the related problem information is connected by 
the students to their problem 
Research of resources available (may be speculative at this 
point in the design activity): 
• level of detail related to resources 
• quality of information related to resources 
• usefulness of the resources to this problem 
The Design Portfolio 
• contents 
• organization 
• neatness, accuracy 
• consistency with previous work 
• evidence of shared responsibilities. 
Evaluation Components 
Both components need to be evaluated: 
• Research into similar problems and their solutions. This 
may not include a great deal of detail at this level. 
• Identification of resources to solve this problem. Much of 
the information may be provided by the teacher. 
Portfolio review should also be done to ensure that students are 
having success in properly recording and organizing the 
appropriate information. 
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Resources 
Technology lnteractiom (Harms 
and Swernofsky) pp 34-35 
Design and Problem Solving in 
Technology (Hutchinson, 
Karsnitz) pp 22, Ch 5 
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Step 4 - Identification of Possible Solutions 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communications 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
3.09 use one or more idea 
. . generation strategies to 
identify a range of alternative 
solutions [1.302] 
3.10 use the design portfolio to 
document the possible 
solutions [ 1.305] 
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Suggestions for Leaming and Teaching 
Organization and Preparation 
• Typically, this step can be accomplished by a brainstorming 
exercise. It may be useful to ask students to think about 
solutions in advance and then be willing to share their ideas 
with other class/ design team members. 
• Ensure that all students have an opportunity to express their 
ideas - all ideas should be given equal weight. Record every 
idea on the board or on a flip chart. Try for a minimum of 
6-8 different ideas, not just variations on the same idea. 
Variations on the same idea should be listed but not 
included in the 6-8 count. Try to get students to resist the 
urge to qualify or judge the ideas as they identify them. 
• Brainstorming activity formats could involve the entire class, 
or each individual design team. Aim to have the 
brainstorming activity student led - let students take 
ownership of this step of the Design Activity. 
• This should be a 20-25 minute exercise. 
• Note that this activity is not focused on how a solution 
might or might not get developed, and may result in lots of 
nonsense ideas. Oftentimes, even the silliest of ideas may 
lead to a useful solution if it is used to spark other ideas. 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
• Conduct a brainstorming exercise to invent ways the 
problem could be solved. One stud~nt can be the recorder 
and write all ideas on the board. Another can moderate the 
activity and ensure that all ideas are treated equally, and that 
all students have an opportunity for input. 
• Conduct a preliminary analysis of the results of the 
brainstorming activity and organize solutions into categories, 
where possible. 
• All students should make a written record of all the ideas 
discussed and include that record in their portfolio. 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Issues 
This is an idea generating activity. Evaluation needs to focus on 
quantity of ideas, on divergent thinking, on willingness to be 
innovative and on risk-taking. Evaluation may be formative and 
occur during the process of students identifying possible solutions, 
and evaluation could be summative, evaluating the ideas after they 
are identified by the students. 
Evaluation Components 
• Individual student participation in the idea generating activity. 
Observation techniques, coupled with a checklist can be used 
to identify quantity of interventions. This could be used 
formatively to encourage panicipation and/or to help students 
moderate how they participate. 
• Portfolio review can be conducted to determine how well 
students recorded the ideas and observations. This could be 
used in a summative fashion as a valuation of the portfolio. It 
would also serve as an indicator to students of the importance 
of the portfolio. 
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Resources 
Technology Interactions (Harms 
and Swernofsky) pp 35-36 
Design and Problem Solving in 
Technology (Hutchinson, 
Karsnitz) pp 22, 205-228 
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Step 5 - Selection of the Best Solution 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communicati.ons 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
3.11 develop criteria for assessing 
solution options [1.302, 
3.303, 5.303] 
3.12 using established criteria, 
examine the solution 
options and select the most 
appropriate [1.302] 
3.13 use the design.portfolio to 
document the proposed 
solution and the rationale 
for choosing it [1.305] 
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Suggestions for Leaming andTeaching 
Organization and Preparation 
• A solution evaluation checklist will be required for each 
student 
• It would probably be a good idea to do a sample evaluation 
of one solution idea with the whole class 
• Evaluation of solutions should be treated as an individual 
activity. This will permit greater scrutiny of the solutions 
and lead sound selection of the "best" solution by the design 
team. 
• Ensure that students add the evaluations to their portfolio 
• Ensure that students select one solution and provide reasons 
for that choice 
• Collect and review the student design portfolios. 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
• Students individually evaluate each of the possible solutions 
by rating each solution out of 5 points on each of the criteria 
• Total the points for each solution and identify the best one 
• Examine the choice and decide if it is a good one 
• Record the choice and give reasons for choosing it 
• Document the process and outcomes in the portfolio 
• The design team should compare individual team member's 
results and select the option they will develop 
• Students should-Submit their design portfolios for review 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Issues 
This is a more deductive, analytical activity. Students will assess 
each idea against a set of pre-determined criteria. Typically, the 
teacher will supply the criteria for this class. Some students may 
wish to create their own. Evaluation has to reflect how well 
students can perform the task. Issues: 
• student use of objective criteria to assess solution options 
• design team rationale for selecting a solution option 
• documentation of the process 
Evaluation Components 
Evaluation possibilities include 
• the solution evaluation sheet 
• rationale for solution choice 
• documentation and organization of the portfolio 
Each can be used for formative and/ or summative purposes. 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 3 - Design Activity 
Resources 
Technology lnteractiom (Harms 
and Swernofsky) pp 36 
Design and Problem Solving in 
Technology(Hutchinson, 
Karsnitz) pp 24, 232-235 
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Step 6 - Development of the Solution 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communications 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
3.14 identify specific tools and 
resources and determine new 
skills that will need to be 
acquired [1.303, 4.303] 
3.15 create a plan of action 
[1.302] 
3.16 using safe practices, develop 
the solution, redesigning as 
necessary [5.302, 5.303, 
1.303, 1.305 ] 
3.17 use the design portfolio to 
document the development 
process, including changes 
and the rational for them 
[1.305] 
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Suggestions for Leaming and Teaching 
Organization and Preparation 
• This step is the most time consuming step of the Design 
Activity. Preparation must include: 
• Workspaces for the design teams 
• Collection of resources, including consumables, for 
the design activities 
• A strategy to keep work progressing smoothly, 
especially when tools and workstations need to be 
shared (workstation is just the location for a tool or 
process setup) 
• Ensuring that design teams share the work equitably 
• A means of keeping work on task 
• A means of encouraging testing of ideas before 
committing to them. Most students would want to 
'just do it'. Often this causes more delays than 
taking the time to test. 
• Ensure that design portfolios are maintained. Have students 
keep all materials, tests, trials, and sketches organized and 
recorded in the design portfolio. If something is to be 
disca~ded, try to get a picture of it to include. If a digital 
camera is available, students should be encouraged to take 
lots of pictures of themselves in action, and of the project at 
various stages of completion. 
• Each design team needs to finish the product during this 
phase. Modelling and prototyping of the solution are 
required. 
• Periodic inspection of the solution and portfolios may need 
to be done 
• Portfolios will need to be collected at the end of the phase 
and reviewed. Good portfolio work will make preparation 
of the in-class report easier to do. 
Continued on next page 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Issues 
• This activity is the single largest component of the design 
activity in terms of time and actual student workload. It will 
have a planning component, a trial and error component, a 
making component, and it will require that students know 
when to drop an idea or method and move on. This is where 
the solution gets constructed - the product gets made. 
Evaluation will consider how students engage in the process, 
including their ability to synthesize information and reach 
reasonable conclusions. Evidence of technical skill may also 
be used. 
• This part of the process will require development of effective 
design team group skills including work sharing, taking 
responsibility, helping others, and planning sessions. 
Evaluation Components 
• Determine the development of student's design capability: 
• Individual/team work habits 
• Student willingness to discard ideas that are not 
working and move in a new direction. 
• Student development of technical skill related to 
processes, tools and techniques 
• Student willingness to take responsibility 
• Student willingness to learn new methods and 
techniques 
• Student use of good documentation procedures 
• Student use of the design brief as a reference during 
the entire design process. 
• Student use of information discovered during 
investigation/research to guide work 
Continued on next page 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 3 - Design Activity 
Resources 
Technology lnterac'tiom (Harms 
and Swernofsky) pp 39-40, Ch 
3-7 
Design and Problem Solving in 
Technology(Hutchinson, 
Karsnitz) pp 25-26, Ch 11 
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Step 6 - Development of the Solution (continued) 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communications 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
3.14 identify specific tools and 
resources and determine new 
skills they will need to 
acquire [1.303, 4.303] 
3.15 create a plan of action 
[1.302] 
3.16 using safe practices, develop 
the solution, redesigning as 
necessary [5.302, 5.303, 
1.303, 1.305 ] 
3.17 use the design portfolio to 
document the development 
process, including changes 
and the rational for them 
[1.305] 
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Suggestions for Leaming andTeaching 
(Continued from page 70) 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
• Student design teams will develop a fully functional 
prototype of their solution 
• Each design team will document all steps of the process, 
including tests of ideas, things that worked and things that 
did not work, all sketches and plans, all problems that arose 
and had to be solved, and new tools/ skills that had to be 
learned. Documentation should be an equally shared 
res po nsi bili ty. 
• Submit the completed design portfolio for review 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
(Continued from page 71) 
Evaluation Components (cont'd) 
• Portfolio review. This will need to be done periodically 
during the entire step. Look for evidence of critical decision-
making, daily entries, sketches, pictures of work in progress, 
and all other design activity-related work. 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 3 - Design Activity 
Resources 
Technology lnteracbom (Harms 
and Swernofsky) pp 39-40, Ch 
3-7 
Design and Problem Solving in 
Technology (Hutchinson, 
Karsnitz) pp 25-26, Ch 11 
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Step 7 - Evaluation of the Solution 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communications 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
3.18 establish criteria for 
evaluating the solution 
[1.304] 
3.19 evaluate the solution, based 
on pre-determined criteria 
[1.304] 
3.20 use the design portfolio to 
document the evaluation 
process, including evaluation 
criteria and how the solution 
was assessed [1.305] 
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Suggestions for Leaming and Teaching 
Organization and Preparation 
• Evaluating the solution depends on the problem and the 
solution. In some instances, this simply means determining 
if the solution meets the conditions stipulated in the Design 
Brief. Evaluation will require analysis and a reasoned 
judgment by the students. Evaluation will include 
referencing the criteria used to select the solution option, 
including all recorded responses. 
• Evaluating the solution could also mean using the solution 
(the product) for its intended purpose and determining if it 
actually works. This would apply if the prototype was a full 
scale working model. 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
Design teams will evaluate their solution by applying appropriate 
criteria to assess it, and/ or by testing it under actual working 
conditions. They will record the results and the decisions in their 
portfolios. 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Issues 
This activity requires that students evaluate their own solution 
using a set of pre-determined criteria. Evaluation of their work 
will assess how well they employed the process and understood 
the criteria. One key consideration is their understanding that it is 
more important to be objective than to rate their product highly. 
Evaluation Components 
Evaluation of students' work needs to include: 
• evidence of the use of objective criteria to evaluate the 
solution 
• evidence of rationale for decision-making 
• evidence of observations/predictions on improving the 
solution 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
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Resources 
Technology Interactions {Harms 
and Swernofsky) pp 40-41 
Design and Problem Solving in 
Technology (Hutchinson, 
Karsnitz) pp 28, Ch 12 
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Chapter 3: Unit 3 - Design Activity 
Step 8 - Presentation of the Report 
Outcomes 
Grade 7 Communicati.ons 
Technology Module 
Students will be expected to 
3.21 based on information 
recorded in the design 
portfolio, develop a 
presentation plan [1.305] 
3.22 using appropriate 
presentation tools and 
strategies, develop a 
presentation that 
demonstrates how the design 
model was implemented, 
and the implications of the 
solution [1.305, 3.305] 
3.23 present the solution and the 
report to the class [ 1.305] 
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Suggestions for Leaming andTeaching 
Organization and Preparation 
• This may be a difficult thing for many students to do. 
Ensure that everyone is attentive to and respectful of others. 
• Ensure that the necessary equipment and space are available 
and ready 
• Ensure that all members of the design team participate in the 
• presentation 
Sample Student Projects and Activities 
Student design teams present a report on the outcome of their 
design activity. The report will include 
• A summary of the design brief 
• A summary of how the design process enabled them to 
achieve the solution, including what worked and what did 
not, and how they resolved problems along the way 
• A demonstration/exhibition of the solution 
• An evaluation of their solution, including how they would 
. . improve It. 
The pres~ntation structure will be primarily based upon the 
structure of the design team's design portfolio. The portfolio 
will contain evidence of all aspects of the design activity and will 
prove to be both informative and comprehensive. If the design 
portfolio is in electronic form {e.g., web site or slide show) the 
presentation of it will be straightforward. 
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Suggestions for Assessment 
Issues 
The report is the student's opportunity to summarize and present 
information on the design brief, the solution, and how and why 
the problem was solved in the manner it was. Evaluation should 
consider how well they understand their design activity, how they 
present it, and how well the solution addresses the problem. 
Some consideration should also be given to the execution of the 
solution - technical quality, workability, fit and finish. 
Evaluation Components 
Evaluation of the design report needs to include: 
• Inclusiveness of portfolio main headings 
• Completeness of coverage 
• Ability to synthesize and summarize 
• Use of props, such as trials that failed, things that were tested 
and included, and visuals 
• Use of technical language and terminology 
• Sharing of responsibility by design team members 
• Knowledge/understanding of the problem and its solution 
• Understanding of the process 
Evaluation can address individual and design team elements. 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 3 - Design Activity 
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and Swernofsky) Ch 4 
Design, and Problem Solving in 
Technology (Hutchinson, 
Karsnitz) pp 79-89 
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Chapter 3: Unit 3 - Design Activity 
Evaluation of Unit 3 - Design Activity 
(Summary) 
Collect Portfolios and 
Design Solutions 
Evaluation of Design 
Activities 
78 
Collect Portfolios 
Portfolios should be collected just prior to, or just after, the 
report has been presented to the class. 
Collect Design Solutions 
Student solutions should be collected at the conclusion of the 
design team's presentation. Where possible, solutions can be 
displayed for a period of time to elicit feedback from other 
students. It may be an idea to showcase solutions as examples for 
future course use. 
Purpose 
Evaluation of design is cumulative; it occurs at each stage of the 
process. 
Evaluation of students' design activities at the intermediate level 
has several purposes: 
• It is used to determine how well students understand and 
employ design as a technological problem solving process 
• It is used to assess the students' design capability. Design 
capability is defined as the ability to .develop useful 
technological solutions to problems. 
• It is used to assess the students' ability to engage in divergent 
thinking and to develop effective solutions to identified 
problems. Effective design tends to not just solve the 
problem but to provide an elegant solution. Elegance is 
considered to be simple, uses minimal resources and energy, 
may be novel, is not always obvious, is reliable, is cost 
effective, and is of high quality. 
• It is used to determine how well the solution addresses the 
problem as stated in the design brief 
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Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 3 - Design Activity 
Evaluation of the Design Process 
To be effective, evaluation of the design process has to address 
each stage and specific issues in each stage. There are three 
primary pieces of evidence which can be used to assess students, 
capability with the process - the design portfolio, the design 
solution, and the in-class report. The report may have oral, 
written, or resource material/presentation components. 
Additional evidence may be gathered from observation and 
interaction with students. Evaluation needs to address each stage 
of the process: 
Step 1 - Identification of the Problem Situation 
In the introductory Grade 7 Communications Technology 
Module, the Problem Situati.on step may he completed for the 
students, depending on how the module is managed, and will 
likely not be part of the evaluation. 
Step 2 - Development of the Design Brief 
The Design Brief may be provided to the students in whole or in 
part. If it is evaluated in its entirety, the following components 
are required: 
• Short description of problem situation 
• Statement of a specific problem 
• Criteria (conditions and limitations) affecting the solution 
• Expectations for the solution 
• What the designers are expected to do or deliver 
Step 3 - Demonstration of Investigation and Research 
This step has 2 components and each requires evaluation: 
• Research into similar problems and their solutions. This 
will be a very simple element, with not a lot of detail. 
• Resources to solve this problem. Again, this element will 
have little detail. Much of the information may be provided 
by the teacher. 
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Step 4 - Identification of Possible Solutions 
This is an idea generating activity. Evaluation needs to focus on 
quantity of ideas, on divergent thinking, on willingness to be 
innovative and risk-taking. Evaluation may be done 'during the 
process', and of the ideas after the process. 
Step 5 - Selection of the Best Solution 
This is a more deductive, analytical activity. Students will assess 
each idea against a set of pre-determined criteria. Typically, the 
teacher will supply the criteria for this class. Some students may 
wish to create their own criteria. Evaluation has to reflect how 
well students can perform the task. 
Step 6 - Development of the Solution 
This activity will have a planning component, a trial and error 
component, and will require that students know when to discard 
an idea or method and move on. This is where the solution gets 
constructed - the product gets made. Modelling and Prototyping 
are components of this step. Evaluation will have to consider 
how students engage in the process, including their ability to 
synthesize information and reach reasonable conclusions. 
Evidence of technical skill may also be used. 
Step 7 - Evaluation of the Solution 
This activity requires that students evaluate their own solution 
using a set of pre-determined criteria. Evaluation of their work 
will assess how well they employed the process and understood 
the criteria. One key issue is their understanding that it is more 
important to be objective than to rate their product highly. 
Step 8 - Presentation of the Report 
The report is the student's opportunity to summarize and present 
information on the design brief, the solution, and how and why 
they solved it this way. Evaluation should consider how well they 
synthesize this, and how they present it. 
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Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Chapter 3: Unit 3 - Design Activity 
The Design Portfolio 
Evaluation of the Design Portfolio should consider 
• completeness of items 
• level of detail 
. 
• conciseness 
• evidence of decisions and reasons for them 
• inclusion of authentic information, like sketches, drawings, 
photos, video,- .. 
• inclusion of components that failed 
• organization according to design process headings 
The Solution 
Evaluation has to consider how well the solution addresses the 
problem. Some consideration should also be given to the 
execution of the solution - technical quality, workability, fit and 
finish. 
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Chapter 4 
Assessment and Evaluation 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Evaluation of student achievement in a design and problem-
solving environment has different requirements than in 
traditional teaching/learning environments. In particular, more 
emphasis must be placed on authentic assessment techniques. 
Evaluation for this module should be according to the following: 
• Unit 1 - Big Ideas 20o/o 
• Unit 2 - Basic Skills 20% 
• Unit 3 - Design Activity 60% 
Significant detail, in the form of suggested strategies, is provided 
for each topic in Chapter 3. 
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Appendix A: Big Ideas 
Topic 1: Tools of 
Communication - Past Present 
and Future 
Grade 7 Communication Technology Module 
Communications Tools 
These are tools used to aid communication and may be used to 
perform one or more parts of the communication process. 
Communications tools are physical and virtual (existing in an 
electronic domain) devices and systems employed to communicate 
information. Traditionally, tools belonged to very specific media that 
did not share content very easily. For example, 
• the print medium included books, magazines and ne'WSpapers 
and required cypesetting tools, printing presses, still cameras and 
copy cameras. Processes and skills related to these industries 
were unique to the tools. 
• the 1V broadcast medium involved electronic signals and 
transmission towers, video cameras and recorders, 
amplifiers, signal mixers and sound stages. It required a broad 
range of processes, skills, and tasks. 
In both examples, the systems use information encoded in analog 
formats - content developed for one medium is incompatible with 
other media requirements, and had to be completely redone to be 
used in the other media. 
The revolution in computer and networking technology has also 
transformed the entire range of communications systems and 
industries. All production systems are now built around computers. 
This means that all content is in digital format. Digital information 
can be shared across all digital systems. Content developed for print 
can now be used directly in video, and vice versa. 
This has significant implications. Students can develop information 
in response to a question or problem and sinmltaneously publish it in 
print, video, and any other format. In fact, web documents cypically 
can contain information in all traditional formats plus novel formats. 
A-1 
Appendix A - Big Ideas 
A-2 
It may be helpful to start thinking of documents in terms other than 
text and static images. It is useful to think of a document as a 
container that can hold text, pictures, voice, video, animations, 
technical drawings and so on. 
Digital Convergence 
O:>mputers were first popularized for business use when a 
spreadsheet program ~ invented. Most thought that computers 
were counting tools for business accounting pwposes and for a 
substantial period of time it ~ their primary function. Then 
database tools were invented, and the focus was on non-nwnerical 
data and the relationships among pieces of information. Most 
thought of computers as business data tools. Wordprocessors 
appeared and computers were adopted as writing tools in business as 
well as by individuals. People began to think of computers as 
writing tools. Graphics and drawing tools appeared, and again 
people's ideas about computers changed. 
As each new software tool is added, the perception of what a 
computer is changes. O:>mputers have, in fact, become ubiquitous. 
They are everywhere - even in appliances. They can still only count 
and add. But they can do it so quickly that a wide range of 
information can be represented, stored and manipulated. At the 
present time, any information that can be represented in traditional 
methods can also be represented in digital format. Furthermore, 
when the information is in digital format, it may be presented 
alongside other digital information in ways that are not possible with 
traditional inethods. 
As an example, consider a multimedia presentation that would have 
been developed a few years ago. It could include audio, slides, 
movie clips and video clips. Each required a separate piece of 
equipment. Coordinating the events was a formidable task. By 
contrast, a computer-based multimedia event is much easier to 
produce, coordinate and present. In addition, only one machine is 
required for the presentation. It is also easy to make the presentation 
interactive so that the experience is cliff erent for each individual. A 
click here and a click there and different things happen. In fact, the 
Internet is the largest, most complex multimedia event imaginable. 
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Topic 2: Using 
Communications Tools for 
Everyday Activities 
Grade 7 Communication Technology Module 
Appendix A - Big Ideas 
Digital convergence simply means that all f orim of comnnmications 
are becoming digital. Each stage of the process employs digital 
tools and uses information that is encoded in digital format. This is 
all possible because computers are fast enough to present the 
information to people in a manner that appears to be analog. The 
images and text on a computer screen are digitally encoded but are 
painted by the electron beam of the CRT (C.athode Ray Tube) to 
appear as analog information. 
Digital convergence is possible because of scanners, digital cameras, 
video capture cards, a wide variety of software, interfaces and 
software to control machines and equipment, and small computers 
that may be embedded in cars, stereos, and kitchen stoves. 
Purpose and Function of Tools 
Comnnmications tools are designed to perform specific tasks or 
functions. Often, they may be used for a wide variety of 
comnnmications functions. For example, a fax machine encodes 
information in a fashion that allows it to be sent to and received by 
any other fax machine. The purpose of the comnnmication can vary 
widely and is largely irrelevant to the functioning of the tool. 
Students need to understand the functioning of the tools and get a 
sense of the range of tasks they can perform with them 
Common Elements of Tools 
All of the sample tools listed in Unit 1 - Big Ideas are computer 
based. An examination of the software related to these tools will 
reveal a series of conunon components or elements. For example, 
all software have menus. Many menu items are common (open, 
save, print) and are located in the same place. The only cliff erent 
menu items are those related to the unique functions of the tool 
A·3 
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Topic 3: Processes of 
Communication 
A-4 
Communications Processes 
C.Ommunications processes are: 
• encoding of information as in print, pictures, technical drawings, 
electronic files 
• decoding of information as in reading the print, intetpreting the 
pictures, reading the technical drawings, or turning electronic files 
back into a human readable form 
• sending information as in mailing a letter or sending email, or 
speaking 
• receiving information as in getting a letter or listening to a speech 
• storing information as in a library, on a ffi-ROM or hard drive, 
or instructions stored in a robotic device 
• retrieving information as in deliberately getting information from 
storage 
In any communications action, the processes occur manytimes, and 
at different levels of sophistication. 
The Communications Model 
The communications model connects the various components and 
parts that interact when conummications occurs. Typically, it is 
represented as illustrated below. 
Message 
the information 
Gets the 
message out Ch I anne 
Carries the message 
Feedback 
Response to 
the information 
1bis model can represent any communications system. 
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Topic 4: Communications 
Systems 
Appendix A - Big Ideas 
In a telephone system with person to person conununications, the 
message would be sent from person one in the form of audio 
(voice), the sender is the telephone, the channel is the phone network 
of wires, s"Witchers, amplifiers and computers, the receiver is the 
other telephone, and feedback is the voice of the second person. 
In order for conununications to occur, certain actions have to be 
taken at each stage of the process. 
• The message has to be encoded. It has to be converted into a 
form that the sender can use. In this case, the voice sound 
waves are converted by the telephone into electrical impulses. 
They can no longer be inteipreted directly by people. 
• The message has to be sent. The electrical signal is sent along the 
channel of telephone lines and circuits. 
• The message may or may not get stored. We tend to not think 
of telephone conversations as getting stored, but for the time it 
takes to move the signal from one location to another, it is 
stored on the circuits - even if that is only a fraction of a second. 
• The message has to be retrieved. The telephone at the other end 
retrieves the signal from the circuits. 
• The message has to be received. In this case receiving and 
retrieving are pretty much the same action. 
• The message has to be decoded. The receiving telephone 
converts the electrical signal back into sound waves that replicate 
the original spoken message. 
Technological Systems 
A system is comprised of sub-systems and components which, taken 
together, perform a function that the components could not perform 
individually. 
Systems are designed to achieve specific outcomes. They have three 
major components, input, process and output. Feedback is used to 
modify the system components to ensure that the desired outcome is 
achieved. 
I Input I -.I Process I -+ I Output I __. Outcome 
Feedback ..__ 
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A-6 
When systems operate they consume resources. Resources are often 
considered as the inputs to the system. They are materials, time, 
capital, information, people, tools and machines, and energy. 
System processes are the actions taken on the inputs (usually on 
materials, energy, and/ or information) to achieve the desired 
outcome or output. System outputs may have expected or 
unexpected effects. They may also be desirable or undesirable. 
System design and management always involves assessing the trade-
offs in output. 
C.Ommunications systems are designed to transmit information from 
a sender to a receiver. For example, the telephone system includes 
the phone, the networks of wires and satellites, and the switching 
stations and computers that manage it all. The telephone is a 
subsystem with additional subsystems-the receiver, amplifier, ringer, 
and transmitter. The entire system uses energy, and requires different 
resources to maintain it as a functioning system. Fax machines, local 
area networks, the Internet, radio, television, ne-wspapers, and 
magazines are all communications systems. 
C.Ommunications systems are constantly being modified and updated. 
C.Onsider the phone system Wtred phones are being replaced by 
cellular phones which employ radio waves. Analog cell phones are 
being replaced by digital cell phones. Satellite based digital cell 
phones are also available. A wide array of phone services are 
available that includes caller-id, call forwarding, messaging and so on. 
An examination of other existing and new communications systems 
will reveal a similar pattern. 
Convergence 
All these systems are subject to convergence. Because they are 
digital, each mode is incorporating elements of the other. For 
example, TY, especially ne-ws services, is also becoming vreb based, 
where it incorporates mail and messaging services along with direct 
sales and order processing 
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Communications Graphics 
Communications graphics ref er to the use of a particular set of 
technical drawing techniques. These techniques are employed for a 
variety of purposes. Most of these purposes involve 
comnnmicating technical information in a clear, concise manner. 
These techniques are used by all industries and businesses where 
products are created. Most people are familiar Vlith a particular type 
of these drawings-the house plan. Communications graphics 
include sets of lines and symbols which may be considered in the 
same fashion as the alphabet. In addition, the location of these lines 
and symbols on a drawing has meanings, just like we place particular 
parts of a letter in specific places. Leaming to read these drawings is 
a critical step in developing technological literacy. Leaming to make 
the drawings is very important when we engage in technological 
problem solving activities. 
This section provides introductions to the important concepts. 
Lines used in Technical Drawings 
Technical drawings use lines as an alphabet in the same way that text 
uses letters as an alphabet. These lines are created in a specific 
fashion, regardless of the tools used to create them, and always have 
the same meaning - much like letters do. The most common lines 
are: 
C:Onstruction line 
Construction lines are used when creating freehand sketches or 
drawings done Vlith drafting instruments. They are not employed in 
CAD drawings. They are lightweight lines used to quickly block out 
the major parts of a drawing. Oeated Vlith a sharp pencil, they can 
be erased Vlithout leaving any marb on the paper. 
Visible Object line 
Visible Object lines show the visible edges of objects. They are 
sharp, clear, and clean lines that will be part of the final drawing. 
A-7 
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Hidden Object Lines ___ - - - - -
Hidden Object lines show where the edges of objects would be if 
you could see them - i.e., if they were not obscured by another part 
of the object. They are sharp, clear, and clean lines that will be part 
of the final drawing. The spaces are usually 1/3 of the dashes. 
When 2 hidden object lines meet, they always meet with 2 dashes. If 
2 hidden lines cross, the intersection is centered on the dashes. 
Centerline 
--------
c.enterlines are used to indicate the center of an object that is 
symmetrical. They are sharp, clear, and clean lines that will be part of 
the final drawing. They are usually used to show where the center of 
a feature is located e.g., the center of a circle. They are often used in 
conjunction with measurements. When centerlines meet, theycross 
on the short dashes. 
Extension line 
Extension lines are used to visually extend an edge or side so that 
measurements may be included on the drawing. They are sharp, clear, 
and clean lines that will be part of the final dra'Wing. Extension lines 
do not physically touch the edges of the object, but are drawn close 
enough so that it is obvious which edge it is associated with. 
Dimension line --1111---------• 
Dimension lines are used to indicate measurements on a drawing. 
They are sharp, clear, and clean lines that will be part of the final 
drawing. There are a number of standard ways to create dimension 
lines. Only one method would be used on a given drawing. Using 
multiple methods would be similar to writing a paper and randomly 
printing some letters, writing others, putting in capitals, and using 
different colors of ink. · 
Putting it together. C.an you identify each line type in the drawing 
provided on the next page? Are they all there? 
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),M~ l11.:JS 
/ ~~ · ~ I .taUJ~ w 
t11JJ;S 
Pictorials are picture drawings that show more than one side of an 
object at the same time. There are many forms of pictorials. The 
most accurate form of pictorial drawing is perspective. This shows 
objects in the form that we see them, or cameras photograph them 
Perspective is a very complicated form of drawing to complete, so 
a number of other drawing types have been developed. The 
following sequence shows the basic types: 
One Point Perspective 
One point perspective is used to show simple objects. 
A-9 
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One Point Perspective 
Notice the horizon line and the single vanishing point. The object 
can also be on or above the horizon line. 
C.abinet Projection 
Cabinet projections are approximations of one-point perspective. 
To simplify drawing them, the perspective lines are replaced VJith 
lines at fixed angles so that they could be dravm mth standard 
drafting instruments (f-Squares and triangles). The two common 
forms were: 
30 Degree Projection 45 Degree Projection 
f 
According to the 1946 publication of A udel.s A ns'UE1S <n Blueprint 
Reading, distances on the 30 degree projection were 2/3 normal size, 
and on the 45 degree projection were 1/2 normal size. This is a 
very old style and is seldom used today. 
Two Point Perspective 
Two point perspective is a common form for pictures and artwork 
Three or more points are also very common. They are not used as 
frequently for technical drawings, except for illustrations. Illustrations 
usually are done to look realistic and include shadows, shading, 
textures and color. Technical drawings are usually line drawings. 
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Two Point Perspective 
Notice the horizon line and the 2 vanishing points. The object can be 
on or above the horizon line. Technical drawings would most often 
be below as shown here. 
Isometric Drawings 
Isometric is an approximation of two-point perspective. As with 
cabinet projections, this form was developed to be drawn using 
standard drafting instruments. This form is widely used for 
technical drawings and is supported in all CAD programs. 
Autos ketch, for example, has an isometric grid mode which makes it 
easier to draw isometric drawings. 
Isometric Example 
Note that all lines are either vertical or sloped at 30 degrees. 
Isometric drawings use full dimensions on all sides. Very complex 
drawings may be done relatively easily with isometrics 
Examples 
A-11 
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Isometric Examples 
Orthographic Drawings 
Orthugraphic Prrjoct:im is a J»rioct:im az a plarE, us~ Lim 
perperdimlar to the plarE 
Graphic communications has many forms. Orthographies is one 
such form. It was developed as a -way of communicating 
information about physical objects. It is part of a universal system 
of drawings. House plans, one well known drawing format, are a 
form of orthographic projection. In simple terms, orthographic 
drawings are views (front, side, top, etc.) of an object. An 
orthographic view is only one side. It takes sevenil views to show all 
the object. Before dealing mth the cliff erent views one should note 
the relationship between the pictorial and orthographic drawing. 
Pictorial drawings show several sides at the same time. Many people 
find pictorial drawings easier to understand; however, they do not 
provide as nruch information as orthographic views. The most 
commonly used pictorial drawing for technical information is called 
isometric drawings, as discussed earlier. Isometric drawings -were 
developed to approximate perspective, but are nmch easier to draw. 
For a square box, all the sides are drawn as vertical lines, or at 30 
degrees to the horizontal. 
Box Figure 1 shows a typical isometric of a box. Note the way the 
sides are labelled. 1bis is very important, because each side is 
normally used to create orthographic views. 
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Pictorial Drawing Example 1 
A simple box has 6 sides - top, bottom, 2 ends and 2 sides. An 
isometric drawing of a box looks like this: 
Add labels to the sides ... 
These labels are OK, but in the world of technical drawings, special 
labels are used. The label refers to a position on the drawing. 
Pr?per labels for the sides on this box are: 
• Top View 
• Front View 
• Right Side View 
• Left Side View 
• RearView 
• Bottom View 
The drawing on the next page has only 3 sides labelled (bottom is 
opposite the top, left side is opposite the right side, rear is opposite 
the front). 
A-13 
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One important thing to note is that these labels are for the position. 
Front view is always in this location, regardless of the object that is 
drawn. 
Note the drawing below. 
In this drawing, Front View is actually of the side of the truck, Right 
Side View is of the front of the truck, and so on. You may well ask, 
"Why not draw the truck so that the front of the truck corresponds 
'With the Front View, and so on?". The answer is related to how this 
kind of drawing is used to develop orthographic vieM. By placing 
the longest part of the object in the Front View, we need less space 
to draw orthographic vieM {projections). The next section illustrates 
this idea. 
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The Makings of an Orthographic Projection 
There are several ways to illustrate how isometric drawings relate to 
orthographic views. The method used here is the non-technical one. 
Start with an isometric box:: 
Think of it as a real box. Imagine cutting the box along the comers 
so that it lays flat. 
If you make a particular set of cuts, the box will unfold to look like 
the following image: 
•• t.t v(MA! 
.....,.... p v1~. ,.;· 
..... 
L. S. ~/lotJr 111 "11 ~ . ~. V/UJ ~t...J 
~ v',w 
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As you can see, the six sides unfold in a pattern. Three sides are 
normally used to make orthographic projections - Front View, Top 
View and Right Side View. 
The next drawing has the rear, left side and bottom views removed: 
1tY' V'1£,/ 
fRrAfr 0~w· ~. s. 
"""" ,_.........,., 
So far, we have taken an imaginary box, cut it along several edges, 
folded it flat, and cut off 3 of the sides. What we are left with are 3 
sides of the box. The next step is to separate the remaining sides. 
Note that the Front View, Top View and Right Side View are still in 
the same relative position to each other. Also, we are now looking 
straight at each surf ace. In the pictorial drawing, we were looking at 
a 3 dimensional object, and all the surfaces were tilted a-way. 
Finally, we cut the three remaining sides apart and separate them 
' 
The three views are now starting to look like orthographic views or 
projections. They are located in particular positions. They are 
always located in these positions. Floor plans for a house are 
really a special type of Top View. 
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Orthographic views of the truck illustrate the location of views. 
. .. c ·-~r 
.....__ ............................. _ .. __ i.:::::·1 
t 
' f 
-r~ f' VI £1!f' 
i 
' l ! 
1 
. -
0 [!r\ r,_~n 0 
Notice that the views are in the same relative position as they are in 
the isometric dra"Wing below. 
One final set of examples will illustrate why we put the longest side 
in the front view. The next 2 isometric dra"Wings are of the same 
box, but with the long side in different views. 
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Here are the orthographic projections for the 2 boxes. Notice that 
the one on the right takes up much more space that the one on the 
left. Notice also that the views are labelled by location, and are not 
related to the part of the object. I H- ~-
, 
i 
Orthographic and Pictorial Drawings - Examples 
.....,. __ ~ ... - __ ,,.._.. 
,_ 
Example 1 
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Example2 
11 
. Example3 
000 
coo 
ooe 
I I f I I& 
11 '' •• u •• ti 
"" d 
I · 1) 
Making Working Drawings 
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There are three main ways to create working dra-wings. All of them 
use the alphabet of lines, and employ the same rules for technical 
dra-wings. 
Sketches. Sketches are drawn freehand without any aids such as 
rulers. It is the fastest way to create a dra-wing. It takes a little 
practice, but gives good results. It is used to work out ideas and 
details very quickly. Beginners often try to use rulers and other aids, 
but this is self-defeating because it is always slower to do so. 
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Topic 6: Introduction to Graphic 
Design 
A-20 
Mechanical drawing tools. Mechanical dra-wing tools include 
drafting tables, T-squares, plastic triangles, protractors, and a number 
of specialized tools. Until PCs and CAD tools came along, it was 
the only way to construct neat, detailed working dra-wings. These 
tools make for a slow process and require a high level of technical 
skill 
Computer tools {CAD, /Uustration software). G>mputer 
Assisted Drafting (CAD) tools are used extensively for creating 
technical and working dra-wings. Besides the high level of accuracy, 
they allow creation of libraries of dra-wing parts which may be used 
again in different dra-wings - a significant time saver. Three 
dimensional CAD softvnre simultaneously creates orthographic and 
pictorial dra-wings. Any view is instantly available, as is perspective. 
Using Working Drawings 
Working dra-wings are used 
• to describe objects 
• to describe how an object may be constructed 
• to identify the components and develop cost estimates 
• to communicate an idea from one or more persons to others 
Introduction 
Graphic design is a term traditionally applied to a collection of 
processes and strategies used in publishing, advertising, and other 
industries. A graphic product typically has copy {text) and images (line 
dra-wings, photos, or some other form of _artwork). Its purpose is to 
convey information to a particular audience or group of audiences. 
Although the purpose is the same, the concepts and practices are 
substantially different than the previous topic of communications 
graphics or technical dra-wings. Frequently, technical dra-wings are 
incotporated into graphic designs or document layouts. 
The major concepts of graphic design include basic design elements 
and principles, typography, and image design. These are typically 
incotporated into the principles and practices of page layout. Page 
layout refers to the overall organization of images and text on a page 
or a screen. 
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Basic Design Elements and Principles 
Elements of Graphic Design 
Graphics are composed of basic elements. These may appear as 
defined, or physical, features. They may also be implied by 
positioning one or more elements in particular arrangements. 
Line. A line is the most fundamental element of a graphic. Lines can 
exist alone or be part of a collection. 
Defined Lines 
~eJghijklllJJ10Pq 
•••• .. ,... . 
Implied Lines 
Shape. Shapes are areas enclosed by lines. They can also be a result 
of a collection. 
Defined Shapes Implied Shapes 
Fonn. Forms are 3-dimensional or can have the appearance of 
being 3-dimensional. 
--, 
........... 
....... 
Defined For111s l·n1plied Forms 
http:/ I www.stemnet.nf.ca/ eastwest 
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Texture. Texture refers to the visual look or feel of a surface. It is, 
or implies, a 3-dimensional feature. For printed graphics, texture can 
be a tactile element as well as a visual one. Graphics on a wallpaper, 
for example, can be embossed or 'raised' on the surface so that the 
texture can be felt. This is not possible with video and computer 
graphics, so the texture has to be visual and has to imply a physical 
texture. Texture can, for example, be rough, smooth, soft, hard, or 
appear \Vafm or cold. 
Various textures 
Color. G>lor affects the attention given to parts of a graphic. Some 
colors appear to stand out, while others appear to recede. G>lor 
affects the overall appearance of a graphic as well as the detail that 
the viewer sees. 
Some groups of colors work together veiy well and are considered 
harmonious; others do not and are in contrast to one another. G>lor 
affects the appearance of size and weight, and often affects a 
person's feelings. Many colors are associated with specific events or 
products. 
~ Purple 
< 
~: 
' 
, 
> 
Basic Color Wheel 
Prlmarv colorSeoondarv color 
Example 1 
· A ti~.t 
: . .-: 
:~ .. .. . 
, .. ~·-·--.:-
..:·" ·~ 
' !+\'Vhite P~re color +Bia~ 
Calor Tone 
http:/ I www.stemnet.nf.ca/ eastwest 
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Cool and 
Warm Colors 
Example2 
Appendix A - Big Ideas 
B':ack 
B~tn 
Grc·~ 
Neutral Color& 
C:Olor is employed differently in print and on computer 
monitors. C.Olors on a video screen are created differently than 
those on physical materials. Video images are light sources. The 
primary colors used to create them are red, green and blue. :tv.fixing 
them in equal proportions gives white. An absence of all three gives 
black 
Printed images are viewed from light reflected from the image. The 
colors used to create a printed image are cyan, magenta, yellow, and 
black Cyan, magenta and yellow are the complementary colors for 
red, green and blue. Theoretically, mixing the three colors gives black 
Black ink is required in printing because mixing the three inks does 
not give a true black When creating computer based graphics that 
are to be printed this conversion process has to be considered. C.Olor 
tone can be made darker or lighter by adding black or white, 
Red 
Green 
Blue 
Computer 
Monitor Colors 
Cyan 
Ma·genta 
Yellow 
Black 
Printer 
Ink. Colors 
http:/ I www.stemnet.nf.ca/ eastwest 
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Principles of Graphic Design 
A number of principles of visual design have been identified. These 
principles provide rules for arranging the elements of a graphic. By 
following these principles, one can create graphics which most 
people find pleasing to view. 
Proportion. Proportion is the relative size of the various elements 
of the graphic. When they are correct, the graphic looks 'right'. The 
ancient Greeks, for example, frequently used proportions of 1to1.6 
when constructing buildings and works of art. We call this the golden 
mean and continue to use it. 
Examples: 
1.6 
1 
The golden mean 
'.l!sual braaks of vanabte rat)js 
Proportion • ratio of sizes 
Balance. This refers to the relationship of the left and right sides of 
a graphic. if one is the mirror image of the other, it is formal 
balance (static or synunetrical). Formal balance can also occur when 
both sides are different but have equal visual weight. If they are 
cliff erent and one side is dominant visuall~ it is informal balance 
(dynamic or asymmetrical). 
http:/ I www.stemnet.nf.ca/ eastwest 
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Examples: 
111 
Informal Balance 
Formal Balance 
Grade 7 Communication Technology Module 
Contrast. C.Ontrast provides a strong attention-getting feature, but 
should normally be used in moderation. If used well, it can improve 
harmony. C.Ontrast can be provided by color, shape, position, type, 
. 
or nnages. 
Examples: 
TYPESTYLE 
1He OtlJt Je, &tel at fl Ji1' 
/}l/f~t lh 1Ji, /}(J/( Je. 
Color 
Color can also be used to 
provide contrast1 even with 
similar type styles~ 
letter ~ -.rtf n.4r1f~ .,-"'" 
Contrast 
http:/ I www.stemnet.nf.ca/ eastwest 
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Pattern. Pattern is the use of repeated elements. Patterns can be 2-
dirnensional and 3-dirnensional. 
Examples: 
Pattern 
Proximity. Inf orrnation items that are related to each other should 
be placed closer together. Items that are not related should be moved 
further apart. 
Examples: 
Just Another Day 
By Sammy Day 
A Novel about things 
Just Another Day 
A Novel about things 
By Sammy Day 
Poor Proximity Good 
Alignment. Alignment is the relationship of elements in the graphic. 
They should be aligned to the right, left, or center or should use 
another strong visual organization. Try to avoid some items aligned 
one way and some items aligned another way on the same page. 
Examples: 
http:/ I www.stemnet.nf.ca/ eastwest 
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This is 
left 
Aligned 
This. is 
center 
Aligned 
Alignment 
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This i:s 
right 
Aligned 
Repetition. This refers to consistency of some feature in the design. 
Use of a specific font and t}pe size, a color, bullets, or a specific 
graphic item can increase the strength of the design and give it a 
unified look 
Examples: 
Ne\\>'S Fro111 i\.rot1nd tl1e World 
>- Y oun.g saln1011 have strange story to tell! f 
~ Peter rcvea.ls ·pum-pkin secrets. 
._ NZ sheep on the .lan1!' 
Repetition 
Rhythm. Rhythm is the feeling of movement in a graphic. It can be 
achieved by repeating a design element (line, shape, color), by gradual 
changes in the elements as they are repeated, and by radiating them 
out from a central point. 
Examples: 
. . . ~ . . - ~ ~ . : . : ~ . . . : . . : 
. . . . . .. . . ~ 
http:/ /www.stemnet.nf.ca/ eastwest Rhythm 
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Whitespace. Whitespace is the amount of space in a graphic that is 
not filled by text or images. Although the term initially was used to 
ref er to printed graphics and documents, it also applies to other 
graphics media. Whitespace is as important as any other part of the 
design. It provides eye relief and gives greater strength to the 
elements that are important to the design. 
Examples: 
Poor use of whitespace 
This text is com.ple-te.ly filling the 
space. There is no rest for your 
eyes. Reading becomes tiresome 
very quickly and the reader leaves 
'''ilhout kno"·ing \vhat you have to . 
say. Th.is is not efTe-etive or usefult · 
si nee the whole purpose of the 
exercise is to relate a 1ncssal!c t<> th 
Better use of ft·hitespace 
This text is placed with 
\\'hitespace to provide 
eve relief. 
-
Whitespace 
Unity. This is the intended effect of every graphic design. All the 
elements appear as if they belong together. The graphic has good 
balance, proportion, and harmony. There are several forms of unity. 
Thematic unity occurs 
when all the items are 
related to one another. 
Tonal unity occurs when all 
the items in the graphic 
have a consistent look and 
feel Visual unityresults 
when the items have a clear 
visual relationship and it is 
in keeping with the 
message of the graphic. 
Typographic unity occurs 
when the style of the 
type£ ace is consistent with 
the message of the graphic. 
Unity 
http:/ I www.stemnet.nf.ca/ eastwest 
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Typography 
Basic Typography Information 
Type is the set of letter shapes or graphic symbols that make up an 
alphabet. 
A typeface is a particular alphabet design. Many cliff erent typefaces 
have been developed by changing the shapes of letters. A typeface 
can have different styles such as light, heavy, bold, and italic. In the 
computer world, a single style of a typeface (e.g., Antiqua Bold) is 
kno'Wll as a font. 
Alphabets in the Western world usually have two distinct cases of 
letters, upper and lower. Capital letters are often called upper case 
and small letters are called lower case. These terms probably 
originated during the time of movable type when lead type was 
stored in cases. The capitals were in the upper part of the cabinet, 
and the smaller letters in the lower part. 
There are six general classifications of typefaces, ranging from serif 
to novelty. All fonts fit into one of these six categories. In addition 
there is a variety of attributes. Knowledge of these classifications and 
attributes is essential for choosing an effective typeface or font for a 
particular purpose. 
Type Attributes 
Each character, or letter, in a typeface can have a variety of attributes 
as demonstrated bythe following diagram. Each of the terms is 
described in the section following the diagram on the next page. 
http:/ I www.stemnet.nf.ca/ eastwest 
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Stroke width 
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::,::;: --::::::: (::: :::::!.· :::::: ~=ii~: 
_-:::f::: '.c.,=.=.=.=: • • ;:: ::::::• ~::::: :~.:.:.:.:.:.~ !:· ~.· :.·:.:.: •. ::. ······ . ~ ...... . ... . ~::::::::. c::::. .·::.:, ........ .. . ~·=." • .':.'.:: •• ::. ..::::::: •:::::: :.·:·19! ~~Jf:Y:::.:.... . . . ... ~.•-;,; · 
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X. - height 
... 
,. ..... 
Descender . , . ... \·.··- .~:~·. ~ :::::::::-:.·:.'· ~ ;~;i~l:.:::· 
Serifs 
Leading } 
: 1!lg::::::h=m111111;==:!:::!:!;:g~·r: 
·' -::::::· , : 
------- :.: i1ii!!; :: 
Kerning 
Explanation of Terms 
• Baseline 
Point 
Size 
The is not an attribute. It is the horizontal line that all 
characters rest on. Only descenders extend below the line. 
• X-height 
This is the height of standard lowercase characters (usually 
the letter x). 
• Descender 
This is the part of the character below the baseline. The 
distance is set bythe descender line. Different typefaces 
use cliff erent length descenders. 
• .Ascender 
The part of the character that extends above a line at the 
x-height. The distance that ascenders extend above the x-
height is set by the ascender line. This also varies from one 
typeface to another. Often the ascender height is not the 
same as the height of capital letters. 
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• Stroke width 
'This is the thickness of the strokes that make up a 
character. It often varies along the shape of the character 
as in these examples. There is a variety of widths available 
for manyt}Pefaces. These include hairline, thin, light, 
book, regular, medium, demibold, bold, heavy, and ultra. 
• Point size 
'This is the total height of the character set measured from 
ascender to descender lines. 
• Leading 
Pronounced "ledding." This is the spacing between lines 
of text. The name comes from the lead t}Pe used in 
printing presses. Additional spacing between lines of t}Pe 
was created by inserting a thin strip of lead between each 
line. 
• Kerning 
• Serif 
'This is the spacing between pairs of characters. Kerning is 
usually adjusted so that the area between each pair of 
characters is the same. 
A short line added to the ends of characters. 
Type Classification 
•· Serif 
A serif is a short line or shape added to end of characters 
to improve the readability of words and sentences. Serif 
t}Pe has these elements· as thin strokes and are usually 
called roman letters. 'This is the most legible form of text 
and is used extensively in books and other publications. It 
works very well in headlines. 
Bookman Old Style 
Century Schoolbook 
Tin1es Ne\\' Roman 
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• Sans-serif 
Type without serifs. This is a very clean design. Some 
examples are very legible. It is often a good choice for 
headlines and special emphasis. 
AvantGuarde 
Arial 
Helvetica 
• Square serif 
• Script 
This is similar to serif, but the serifs are blocks. This form 
is more difficult to read and should be used sparingly for 
special purposes. 
Aachen BT 
Rlexandria ffiedi 
Geo Slab 703 Lt 
Script is a type that is similar to handwriting. It is often 
used in invitations, greetings and announcements. It is 
never used in all capitals. 
L 
• Old English 
Sometimes called Text This is a very ornate style with 
elaborate decorations. It was used by scribes during the 
middle ages. It is mainly used for special purposes. 
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Appendix A - Big Ideas 
Anytypeface that cannot fit the previous 5 is assigned to 
this category. Often a typeface is designed for a particular 
pwpose, such as company names, special events, or to 
portray a 'feeling'. 
[)Esata 
NEWFOUNDLAND 
R•nf o~ NL)fe 
Type Styles 
Many typefaces are available in a variety of styles. For example, 
normal is vertical, italic is redesigned to be thinner and tilted slightly 
to the right, and oblique is tilted without being redesigned. 
Bodini Non11al 
Bodini i\lormal Italic 
Bodini Oblique 
Bodini Bold 
Cliaracters can also be normal, condensed (squeezed together 
across the width), or expanded (stretched across the width). This is 
often done with computer software. 
:ll<)cli11i l\<)r111l1l 
B I. I (' I I . <)f .1111 .A(lrl< .t~-nst~ r 
Bod111i Exr>a11cled 
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Effective Use of Type 
Typeface makes a significant difference to the effectiveness of type in 
a graphic design. It can appear heavy or light, inviting or forbidding. 
Several considerations must be accommodated when choosing an 
appropriate face. 
• Type effect 
This is the overall look of the type. It can enhance or 
detract. Which of the fallowing do you think goes better 
with the message? 
Speed Demon 
Speed Demon 
Speed Demon 
Type Effects 
• Type texture 
The texture of type is created bythree factors: 
· • The x-beigbtcontrols the body height of the characters 
and affects amount of whitespace between the lines of 
text. Smaller x-height makes a page of text seem lighter. 
• Stroke weight affects the appearance of heaviness of 
the characters. Some typefaces have variable widths and 
look very delicate, while others are thick and look very 
heavy. 
• Leading refers to the spacing between lines of text. 
More leading gives an open, airy look and less leading 
gives it a heavy, dark look. 
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Example 1 
John was lost withottl his old socks. They 
were sini.ply essential to his plans. He 
inte11cled to find tl1e1n at first ligl1t. 
John was lost w·ithout his old socks. They 
were simply essential to his plans. He 
intended to find them at first light. 
Type Texture: x-height of characters 
Example2 
John was lost without his old socks. They 
were simply essential to his plans. He 
intended to find them at first light. 
John was lost without l1is. old sot~ks. The}" 
''Tere simpl}T essential to ltls 11lans. He 
ir1tended to find them at fi1,.st light. 
Type Texture: stroke weight 
Example3 
John was lost with-out his old socks. They 
were simply essential to his plans. He 
intended to find them at first light. 
John was lost without his old socks. They 
were simply essential to his plans. He 
intended to find them at first light. 
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• Serif versus Sans-Serif 
A good rule of thwnb is to use serif fonts for body text. 
It can also be used for headings and most other 
applications. Sans-serif fonts are quite effective for 
headlines, short attention getting messages, and larger type 
sizes used for contrast. If the type is to be very small, 
sans-serif is most effective. 
• Justification 
This refers to the alignment of the left and right edges of 
a column of text. There are four possibilities - Ieh 
justified, right justified, centered and full justification. Leh 
justified is always easiest to read because the whites pacing 
between characters and words is constant and the leh 
margin is visually easy to find. 
Left Justified 
John w·as lost without 
his old socks. They 
were simply essential 
to his plans. He. 
intended to find them 
at first light. 
Centered 
Joh.n was lost v.ritl1out 
his old socks. They 
were simply essential 
to his plans. He 
intended to find them 
at: first Jight. 
.Right Justified 
John. \\'as lost \\'ith·out 
his old socks. They 
were simply essential 
to his plans. He 
intended to find them 
at first light. 
Full Justification 
Jolin \\'as lost without 
his old socks. They 
were simply essential 
to ·his plans. He 
i11tended to find tl1em 
at first light. 
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• Capital Letters 
Sometimes all capitals are used for emphasis. This is tricky 
to do since it decreases the readability of the text. Text is 
read by observing the outlines of the words. Use of all 
capitals means that all words will have the same shape -
rectangular. It is usually best to avoid all caps except for 
very special occasions, and then only for one or two 
words. 
Example 1 
THIS WAS THE FINAL STRAW. NOW THE 
YOUNG OFFJC:ER KNEW JUST 'WHAT TO 
This was the fi.nal straw. Now the young officer 
knew just what to do. He would invest his money 
with a different banker, that ·was for sure. 
All Capitals vs. Upper/lower case 
Example2 
IALLlfCAPiTAL$] 
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• Emphasis and C:Ontrast 
Emphasis and contrast can be achieved with type by using 
different typefaces and/ or sizes. In addition one may use 
holding and italics as well as other effects. Underlining is 
never a good thing. If a line under text is desired (and 
never in the body of a document) use a rule. A rule is a 
separate line. Its thickness and length can be controlled. It 
is always placed below the descenders. 
Bold or italics or both may be used. 
Underlining is not a good idea. 
Using a rule works muc·h better 
Use of Text for Emphasis 
Image Design Issues 
Images {line art or photographic) are an important element in any 
graphic design. Just as with typography, there are do's and don'ts 
which, if ~bserved, can lead to a better image. Some of these are 
listed below. As with the design considerations for typography, these 
are not absolute rules. All the elements and principles of design from 
the previous lessons apply here as well. Each is used to contribute to 
the unity of the image.-
• The Dominant Feature 
In this type of image; a particular component of the 
image is clearly the most important. Everything else 
supports this element. 
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The Dominant Feature 
• Balance 
http:/ I www.stemnet.nf.ca/ eastwest 
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Balance in images can be symmetrical (formal) or 
asymmetrical (informal). Image components of color, 
size, shape, location or visual interest may contribute to 
the balance. 
A-39 
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http:/ I www.stemnet.nf.ca/ eastwest 
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Informal Balance 
• Proportion 
Proportion is achieved through the distribution of 
elements in the image. Often some elements are placed 
slightly out of proportion to add tension and interest. 
Sometimes an additional element in an otherwise perfectly 
proportioned image does the same thing. The angle of a 
photograph can achieve the same effect. 
Proportion 
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• Rhythm 
Rhythm, or a recognizable pattern, is often used to imply 
flow or movement. By repeating an element or very 
similar elements, attention is drawn through the image. 
..,. • • ' •. .. .... '""~·~~ .. ~ ,£ - • • ••• ·,.; ..... ;; ::.~ ;-t· : .... ..,.. •• • . . . .... , . ....... ., ~~:;~~;~~~~0.~:~-:-~~~~~:,~~~ _:· _ _:-~~£":~--. ~- ·., '.' 
Rhythm 
• Perspective 
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Perspective incoiporates the visual cues that distance 
provides. Objects get smaller as they move further away. 
Parallel lines (roads, fences, railway tracks) converge in the 
distance. 
A-41 
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Perspective 
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Basic Document Layout Issues 
Layout is the process of placing the graphic elements in a graphic. It 
most often refers to document design. Documents usually have 
multiple pages. For electronic publishing, either to a screen (e.g., for 
the Internet) or to a printer, the basic considerations are the same. 
There is a message, there is an audience, and an effective layout is 
required to get the audience's attention and keep it. 
• Simplicity 
The most basic requirement is to keep the layout simple. 
Visual confusion is easy. Visual clarity requires a simple 
layout. Include onlythose elements essential to the 
message. Bring the reader's attention to the message as 
quickly as possible. Make the message clear and obvious. 
This can be done mthout being boring. Which of the 
following examples is the easiest to follow? 
Design Times ,...., .. _ ..
. 
Design hits nt-\\' : · 
highs as colorful 
DC\\.' options are 
made available in· 
. desktop pub-
: lishing prog:- · 
rams. This 
· publication 
h.asleamed 
Design Times 
Design hit~ nev.r highs as 
coJorful new options are 
made available in desktop 
publishing programs. 
co1or : 
Simplicity 
• Consistency 
Once a particular pattern has been established (e.g., 
typeface for headings/body text, size and color for rules, 
position of images), use it consistently. This provides 
visual cues which help the reader to follow the flow of 
information. Examine the following to determine which 
is more consistent. Why did you choose that particular 
one? 
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Albertasauras Dinosaurs 
The A lhertasaurus \vas 
a fierce predator that 
ruled most of \\'hat 
A I bertasau rus 
The Albertasaurus 
v.·as a fierce predator 
that ntlcd most of "'·hat 
is now Albc:na. Of 
course ·this v.·as several 
years ago. 
is no\v Alberta. 
Of course this 
was several vcars 
ago. " 
The Allosaurus v.1as 
. pretty cool as \\'C 11. 
Allosaurus 
The Allosaurus "'as 
- This little hcastic 
ran around a v.'hile back as 
well.. Son of looks like an 
alligator '"tith long legs~ 
. pretty coo] as welt 
Th is little bcastic 
sort of looks like an 
alligator \\rith long 
legs! 
Consistency 
Consistency in layout can be achieved byusing tags and grids: 
• Tags 
These are electronic markers which specifytypeface, fontsize, 
margins, character and line spacing, paragraph spacing, and a 
number of other criteria. Many wordprocessors and all desktop 
publishing tools employ tags. Some programs call them styles. 
Using a tag to format all items that are called beadingleve/2, for 
example, ensures that they all look alike. HfML documents, like 
the one you are reading, use tags to format text and place images 
on the screen. 
• Grids 
These are standard practice in publishing. Two, three and four 
column grids are used. Electronic publishing for the Internet is 
generally restricted to 2 columns since most computer screens are 
between 600 and 800 pixels (picture elements consisting of a red, 
a green, and a blue dot) wide. A grid allows consistency without 
being boring. Items may span one or more columns. 
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• Make the Message Easy to Find 
Different approaches are possible, depending on the 
message and the audience. Information should be easyto 
find and fallow. Remember your medium What works 
for a technical manual may not be very good for a story. 
Where possible, use visual cues and markers to draw 
attention to key locations and points in the information. 
Which example provides the most obvious message? 
New Car News 
The decision had been made .. There 
would be no rcprcive .. This vehicle 
was going to be let loose on an 
unsuspecting public. It had things 
no previous ,,.ehicl.e had ever seen .. 
There \Vas the nc\\· brake f;ystetn, 
for exan1ple. They stopped this 
vehicle in less than 10 feet. Of 
course!' that \\·as if it v.11s only 
moving slower than .I 0 kph. lf the 
speed exc'"-eded I 00 kph, the 
required distance ,,,.as 7S met·ers. 
Another nevl feature was the air 
intake system. It gave the engine 
a better air·fucl ratio with ·increased · 
fuel economy. A liter of fuel was 
good for SO kilomders. This was 
true only for downhill driving. 
New Car News 
AD Ne•' \'ehicle Ships 
The decision had been made. Thet"e 
\vo·uld be no repre9ve. This vehicle 
\\•as going to be let l.oose on an 
unsuspecting public~ It bad things 
no pre'tious vehicle had ever seen. 
New Brake System 
There was the new brake system~ 
for example. They stopped this 
vehicle In. ·t~ than 10 feet. Of 
course .. that "·as if it was only 
moving slower than 10 kph .. lf the 
speed exceeded I 00 kph1 the 
http:! 1www.stemnet.nf.ca1 eastwest Ease of access to the message 
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• Give the Layout Breathing Room 
Squeezing too much inf orrnation into the available space 
is self def eating. Readers will get tired quickly. Allow lots 
of whitespace. Whitespace is not necessarily white if you 
are designing for video or a computer screen. An open, · 
airy look is achieved through the methods discussed in the 
previous lesson on effective type usage. Examine the 
examples on the next page and other pages to determine 
which ones make effective use of white space. 
• Design for the Whole Project 
When developing the look for a layout, do it for the entire 
project. If it changes from page to page (or screen to 
screen) the reader will get confused. This is particularly 
true for parts of the project that will be viewed side by 
side as in two pages of a book, or scrolled continuously 
on a computer screen. Persistence of vision will also 
ensure that inconsistencies stand out in a video sequence. 
In a multimedia project, the user can be expected to 
move back and f onh and across all parts of the product. 
Any cliff erences would be very obvious and confusing. 
Are there examples in this lesson of layouts that could be 
used through the whole project? In other lessons? 
• How Many VtSual Items? 
http:/ /www.stemnet.nf.ca/ eastwest 
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Three major visual ite~ seem to work well. This can be 
. the heading, an image, and the main text of a single story, 
or it can be the beginning of two different pieces of 
information with an image being associated with one of 
them In any event, three design features that compete for 
attention are effective, provided they imply a sequence or 
clearlydistinguish relationships. 
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Title Title 
Sub-Title 
,.  .. . .:~~ -~t: ,. .., ~ 
' . 
·-·: .. 
. . 
:~-: ,..;- • • .. ),,¥ ...... ..~. 
f; t ·i· \ J 
~ .. ·:(_ ;~ .· >k. >" 
Three items to focus attention 
Combining Copy (Text) and Images 
Most graphics are composed of text (cop~ and images. The 
advertising industry has discovered that certain basic principles are 
effective in conve}IDg a message to the audience. It seems reasonable 
to asswne that they will be effective in any situation. As with all 
previous principles, the designer has to use personal judgement about 
when to use them They should be kept in mind when a strategy is 
being developed. Most of these principles make it easier for the 
reader to understand the message and to get to that level of 
understanding very quickly. 
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• C:Opy versus Illustration/Image 
O:>py has priority over illustration. This is a basic rule. A 
picture may be worth a thousand words, but if the 
message is simple then state it in simple terms. If there is 
text over an image, it must be clearly readable. It cannot 
blend into the image. What message is being given in each 
of the following images? 
Copy versus Image 
• Serif versus Sans-Serif 
O:>py should be in serif type for all body text. Anywhere 
there is to be more that a line or two of text, a serif style 
font should be used. If you Wclllt maxinn.un readability, 
make it easier for the reader's eyes to follow the text. 
·sans-serif fonts should only be used with deliberate 
planning. In the following examples, look at the way the 
serifs create a horizontal line which draws your eyes across 
the text. 
Read this passage to determine how 
easily sans-serif fonts can be read. 
This is a typical sans-serif. The type-· 
face is AriaL Text is set in 11 points. 
Leading is o/o 11 0 of f ont:size. 
Notice that the stroke width is very 
constant in each character. 
Now read this passage. It is set in 
Book Antigua. It is also 11 point 
and set with %110 leading·. Notice 
that the stroke \•\lidth is \tariable. 
Do you feel that this is better or 
\t\'Orse for large selections of text? 
h // nt. / Sans-Serif versus Serif ttp: www.stemnet. .ca eastwest 
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• Use C.aptions 
Every photo/illustration should have a caption. A caption 
makes it easier for the reader to decide the relationship of 
the image to the text. Which of the f ollo'Wing do you 
think makes the pwpose of the image obvious? 
Rockets Slam Mountains Rockets Slam Mountains 
Blast Site 
No Caption versus Cap·tion . 
• Use Drop Gtps (capitals) 
http:/ /www.stemnet.nf.ca/ eastwest 
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Start text with drop caps. This leads the eye into the text 
quickly from the headings. Headings are usually much 
larger type sizes than body text. A drop cap makes the 
transition much smoother. Note that in this example, the 
drop cap goes from the ascender line on the first line of 
text to the descender line on the second line of text. 
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rea re at 
In a surprise annou 
a new prototype f o 
shown. This was 
nor was it merely a 
• 
n a surprise anno · 
a new prototype 
shown. This was 
nor was it merely a 
Drop Caps 
• Use of Black Type on White 
Readability is the issue. Black text on a white background 
is always more readable than any other color 
combination. Sometimes it is unavoidable to use other 
combinations, especially when text is being superimposed 
over images. 1bis probably applies more to graphics for 
video, computers and nmltimedia than to paper. Most 
.professionally designed Web sites tend to use black text 
on white backgrounds when more than a paragraph of 
text is involved. 
http:/ I www.stemnet.nf.ca/ eastwest 
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rea 
• 
n a surprise anno 
a new prototype 
shown. This was · 
nor was it merely a 
Effects of Text/Background Color 
http:/ I www.stemnet.nf.ca/ eastwest 
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Topic 7: Technological Problem 
Solving 
A-52 
Technological Problem Solving 
Technological problem-solving is a universal response to human 
needs and wants. A need or want is identified and a solution is 
sought. There are many -ways of getting from one point to the other. 
C:Ollectively, these -ways may be analyzed and implemented as the 
technological problem-solving model. In its simplest form, the 
model involves the steps in the following diagram 
.Application of 
Resources 
Solutions and 
Outcomes 
Human Needs 
and Wcints 
I de ntification and 
Evaluation of Options 
• Human Needs and Wants. Needs are basic such as food, 
shelter and other things considered essential to survival. Wants are 
much broader and include the full range of things people wish 
for. By clarifying these needs or wants, one can identify a 
particular problem (or problems) to be resolved if one is to 
meet the need. Problems are usually specific and require 
immediate, or near term, solutions. Opportunities, on the other 
hand, are more futw-es oriented. Often, a want is perceived by an 
individual only after an opportunityto meet it is presented. This 
is frequentlythe case in a consumer society. 
• Identification and Evaluation of Options. Solution options 
are identified. Variations are determined. Best possible solutions 
are identified based on a careful consideration of the problem 
and available resources. After appropriate evaluation a solution is 
adopted. 
• Application of Resources. Technological activity al-ways . 
involves the application and consumption of resources including 
information, knowledge, capital (mone~, time, raw and synthetic 
material, tools, machines, and people. Resources are used to 
develop and test the solution. 
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• Solutions and Outcomes. The solution always has outcomes -
some known, some unknown, some positive, some negative. 
Invariably, technological solutions lead to more needs, wants, 
problems, and opportunities and the cycle continues. 
Design as a Technological Problem Solving Strategy 
Design can be used as a noun or verb. As a noun, it often means a 
dra'Wing, plan or representation. As a verb, it refers to a way of 
thinking and doing. It is the verb mode that is referenced in the 
definition 'design (designing) is a pwposeful activity that results in a 
technological solution to a problem'. The design model is a widely 
used technological problem solving method. Good design tends not 
to just solve the problem but to provide an elegant solution. 
Elegance is considered to be simple, uses minimal resources and 
energy, may be novel, is not always obvious, is reliable, is cost 
effective, and of good quality. 
The diagram below illustrates the sequence of steps used in 
technology education programs to engage students in technological 
problem solving activities. It emulates many of the practices used in 
industry. Note the way that each stage is connected to other stages, 
and is dependant on them for input. 
Develop 
Solution 
Select 
Evaluate 
Redesign 
Best Option --- - -
Solliions and 
Outcomes 
Generate 
Options 
"' Investigate 
....__... Research 
----
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• Opportunities. 1bis represents the problem situation or 
opportunity which is used as a starting point for the design 
. . 
actlVlty. 
• Design Brief. 1bis is a short document that provides 
information about the problem, what the solution has to do, if 
there are any special conditions, and what the student is expected 
to deliver. It enmlates the contract used in various business and 
industry activities. 
• Investigation and Research. 1bis is a fact finding stage that 
results in information and knowledge about how to proceed, 
resources that are available and those that are required. 
• Generate Options. 1bis is a step that involves idea generation 
strategies such as brainstorming. It's purpose is to generate a 
wide variety of ideas, regardless of their value. 
• Select Best Option. 1bis stage is used to evaluate all the ideas 
that were generated in the previous step. The same criteria are 
used for evaluating all the ideas. The best idea usually is selected, 
depending on the resources that are available to develop it. 
• Develop Solution. 1bis step usuallytakes more time that all the 
others combined. The solution is developed from an idea into a 
fullyfunctioning product. 
• Evaluate/Redesign. 1bis is a continuous process. It gets done 
throughout the development process. It is also done as a formal 
process after the solution is developed. 
• Solutions and Outcomes. The consequence of design activity. 
Seems like the end, but all solutions and outcomes result in new 
problems and opportunities, and the process continues. 
http:/ I www.stemnet.nf.ca/ eastwest 
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Appendix B: Basic Skills 
Topic 1: Communication 
Graphics - Sketching and 
Simple Technical Drawings 
Topic 2: Ownership and 
Copyright 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
The Tcpic 5: IntraluctWn to Camunic.atil:ns Graphics section in O:upter 3 
and A-pperdix A deals with the concepts and techniques associated 
with sketching and technical drawing. Ref er to that section for further 
information. In particular, note the examples provided and the 
methodology outlined for completing technical drawings. 
Concepts and Information 
Ethics 
Ethics and intellectual honesty in technology education are important 
. issues: 
• Design often relies on and employs information and ideas from 
many cliff erent people and sources. It is important to credit 
those sources and demonstrate how knowledge gained from 
them assists in further development of new knowledge and new 
solutions to design problems. 
• One of the fundamental pwposes of student based design 
activities is to develop capability with the process component. It 
is important for students to 'connect' what they are doing and 
· give reasons for their choices. This requires intellectual honesty. 
• Use of technological tools sometimes provides opportunities 
for students to bypass the development of 'truly original 
material in favor of pre-developed material. Students need to 
develop the self restraint and integrity that will ensure they do 
the right thing rather than the easy thing. 
• There are often legal consequences for technological decisions. 
Copyright 
The following quote from the CanG>py web site {http:/ I 
www.cancopy.com/) describes copyright: 
"Rights established by the G>pyright Act give copyright 
owners control over their creations, including the 
exclusive right to authorise reproduction of their works 
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Topic 3: Creating, Importing 
and Acquiring Images, Audio 
and Video 
B-2 
and decide how, and by whom, they are used. Oeators 
are entitled to benefit from their works financially, 
whether their work is photocopied (as in a page from a 
nove~, or reprinted (as in a short story republished in a 
new collection)." 
Copyright is specified in Cmada by 1be Camdian Qpyriifot Ad. 
Can Copy 
CmCopy, the Cmadian Copyright Licensing Agency, developed an 
agreement between Cmadian Publishers and Education institutions. 
Provincial Departments of Education pay an annual fee to CmC.Opy 
which allo'WS teachers and students to make copies of published 
print materials under specific rules. The document can be obtained 
from the CMEC (O>uncil of Ministers of Education, Cmada) web 
. 
stte: 
http:/ I www.cmec.ca/ else/ copyright/ matters/ indexe.sbn 
Images 
Images ref er to things like line drawings, technical drawings, charts, 
graphs and photographic type images. They may be generated in a 
wide variety of ways: 
• images may be constructed (drawing, painting, photography, ... ) 
• digital images may be constructed with drawing {O>rel Draw, 
AutoSketch, ... ) or painting software (PaintShop, Photo Paint, 
PhotoShop, ... ) 
• they may be acquired by searching collections on ffi-ROM or 
the Internet, directly acquired by scanning them with a flatbed 
scanner, or acquired with a digital camera and transferred to the 
computer. 
Digital images may be saved in a variety of file formats .. Any image 
can be modified or edited by opening it in a program that can read 
the file format: 
• software uses propriety formats 
• there are universal formats such as .jpg, .gif and .png 
• files my be converted from one format to another 
• some formats allow compression to save disk space. 
• some compression methods are lossy {the image loses details) 
• image compression techniques may often be used multiple times, 
but if it is lossy method, they cannot be uncompressed 
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Audio 
Audio can ref er to regular audio taped sound or to the use of audio 
files on the computer. They are acquired in a variety of ways: 
• from a digital source such as a CD-ROM collection or from the 
Internet. 
• by digitizing them through the use of an audio capture card and 
the appropriate software. Wmdows includes a capture program 
called Sound Recorder 
There are a number of audio file formats: 
• The most popular Wmdows type is .wav. 
• Wmdows also supports Midi, RealAudio and others 
• Audio files maybe manipulated and edited, similarlyto text files, 
by using an audio editor. 
Video 
Video refers to NTSC (National Television System G>mmittee) 
television style images. They may be created using camcorders, 
professional cameras, video recorders, or digital video camcorders. 
They may be created using digital video camcorders. NTSC Video 
(8mm, Hi8mm, VHS-C, VHS, SVHS, BETA, and others) can be 
transferred to the computer by using a video capture card such as 
the Intel Smart Recorder series. Other options include a video card 
such as the ATI All-In-Wonder Pro (has NTSC video in and out, 
and connections for the computer monitor), or the Mattox Mystique 
video card with the Rainbow Runner addon that has inputs and 
outputs for NTSC video. Software to capture video and audio, and 
to edit and output the results is usually included with the capture 
cards. 
When the video and audio are captured they become digital signals 
and are edited just like any other computer file. There is no 
generational loss as there is in editing audio tape or video tape which 
employ analog signals. 
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Topic 4: Creating Documents 
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Digital video may be created directly, with no intermediate analog 
signal. A digital video recorder may be used, such as a DV 
C.amcorder. The digital information has to be transferred to the 
computer for editing. This requires an interface card. The standard 
is an IEEE 1384 card called 'FireWrre'. Fire Wire does not capture 
the video in the same fashion as cards that connect to regular 
camcorders. Instead, it changes it from one digital file format to 
another so that editing can take place on the computer. The same 
card is used to trans£ er the edited files back to the DV recorder. 
Regular capture cards can lose video information during the capture. 
Fire Wire cards are doing a digital file transfer, so no data is lost. 
Digital video may also be created directly on the computer by using a 
small digital camera that connects directly to the parallel port or to 
the USB port of the computer. As a rule, the quality is lower than 
that of other methods. This is, however, the least costly method to 
obtain digital video. If certain conditions are met, this method gives 
quite acceptable results. 
The Document 
Documents have multiple components: 
• print documents have multiple components, including text, 
images, diagnum and multiple colwnns 
• electronic documents have multiple components, including text, 
images, diagrams, animations, video, audio. 
C.Omplex documents are usually constructed with desktop publishing 
tools if they are to be printed. For example, :Microsoft Publisher is 
an inexpe~ive, but very powerful tool. Others, such as Quark 
Express or Adobe's PageMaker and FrameMaker are much more 
expensive. The latter are used for more complex jobs such as books, 
magazines, and catalogs. 
Electronic documents such as ffi-ROM encyclopedias are 
constructed with highly specialized multimedia authoring tools such 
as IconAuthor. Internet and Intranet documents are constructed with 
a wide variety of took and methods HyperText Markup Language 
(HI'ML) is at the core of most of them It can incotporate a wide 
variety of information and data formats from audio to video, from 
text to complex drawings and animations. 
Student construction of documents should include a variety of 
information formats. 
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Overview 
Students need to be given guidance for report development and 
presentation. Many courses at the Intermediate level provide students 
with opportunities to present reports to their peers, teacher, and 
others. Design and technological problem solving activities serve as a 
means of evolution and enrichment to society; there is usually a 
continuation of many activities that were originally started by other 
people in possibly other places. Documentation is a crucial 
mechanism that preserves findings and solutions to problems. As 
well, presentation of that documentation ensures others clearly 
widerstand its contents and be able to make an intelligent 
intetpretation of it. 
Students should be aware of the fallowing points: 
• Pwpose of Presentation. There needs to be a clear rationale 
stated explaining why a particular activity was undertaken and the 
reasons for its presentation to others. This is a very brief 
statement indicating the pwpose of this presentation. 
• Outline. There should be a listing of the components of the 
presentation. This is essentially a table of contents, or an agenda. 
Presentations of design activities usually include the steps of the 
design process as its outline: 
• Problem Situation 
• Design Brief 
• Investigation and Research 
• Identification of Possible Solutions 
• est Solution 
• Development of the Solution 
• Evaluation of the Solution (includes prototyping and 
testing) . 
• Presentation Details. The content of the presentation. The 
agenda, or table of contents, should be followed. There is a 
need for sufficient information that doesn't include too nruch 
detail. Presenters should assume the audience, typically other 
students and the teacher, kno'WS and understands the 
components of the design activity but need clarification on the 
specific aspects of the design activity being presented. 
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• Summary. This would be a sununary of the contents of the 
presentation. A sununary should be very brief and stated as 
concluding remarks. This is especially important for reports on 
design activities. For example, the sununary would include: 
• a sentence stating the problem 
• a sentence stating the solution 
• a few sentences stating a suggested course of action for 
the future 
Presentations can avail of multimedia and computer technologies. 
For example, many students will develop electronic slideshows using 
popular presentation software. 
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Appendix C: Sample Problems 
Sample Situations 
There is marine traffic in 
coastal waterways around the 
. province 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
The following table of sample problem situations and lists of 
related issues are provided as a starting point to generate 
ideas for communications design activities. 
Related Issues 
• As traf fie increases from off shore oil development, the 
potential for spills increases. 
• Accident Prevention 
• Environmental Oeanup 
• Effect on the food chain 
• C:Ost (environmental, monetary) 
• Navigation has to be very precise. 
• Dead reckoning 
• Global Positioning System (GPS) 
• C:Ourse plotting 
• Navigation rules 
• Lighthouses and buoys 
• Environmental impact 
• Fish 
• Mammals 
• Tourism 
• Leisure/ recreation 
• Industries and commercial traffic 
• Bilge discharges. 
• Discharge of oil from freighters and tankers to calm rough 
waters. 
• Public attitude and surveillance 
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Sample Situations 
A new mine is being started. 
(or a processing facility is 
being built) in a remote, 
unpopulated area. 
Students are moving from rural 
areas to urban areas 
C-2 
Related Issues 
• How to attract employees? 
• Local versus other sources of labor? 
• Beneftts 
• Quality of life 
• Oimate 
• Town development 
• Town planning 
• Site selection 
• Size 
• Location i.e., distance from actual mine 
• Transportation of workers 
• Seasonal/ all year 
• Entire families/ workers 
• Recreation 
• Services i.e., shopping, schools, churches, entertainment 
• Impact of increased concentrations of people in urban areas 
• Types of illnesses or diseases (e.g., Sexually Transmitted Diseases 
(SIDs) - any disease, illness, or viral infections could be used) 
• Twes of SIDs 
• How they are transmitted 
• Prevention 
• Technological innovations 
• Latex condoms 
• Spermicides 
• Abstinence 
•Education 
• Employment 
• Social interactions 
• Friends 
• Entertainment 
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Technology affects jobs 
Absenteeism in the school 
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Related Issues 
• Changing roles 
• Changing values 
• Types of jobs 
• Availability 
• Retraining 
• For new mode of same job 
• For new job 
• Public perception of jobs 
• Social value 
• Economic value 
• Environmental consequence 
• Enhancements 
• Value and quality control 
• Value of traditional products {arts and crafts) 
• Traditional Jobs 
• Continue/ discontinue the seal hunt? 
• Promote a positive/ negative image 
• Historical impact 
• Financial impact 
• Use of seal parts (clothing, food etc.) 
• Cultural influences 
• Protests 
• IDnesses 
• School environment 
• Air quality 
• Sociallyrelatedissues 
• School morale · 
• Community/ parental involvement 
• Local employment opportunities and attitudes 
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Sample Situations 
Poor nutritional habits 
Public and private lives - reality 
. 
vs. image 
Some people need very 
detailed weather information. 
Relationship between 
economic development and 
the environment. 
C-4 
Related Issues 
• Nutrition and performance 
• Selection and choice 
• Selection and cost 
• Knowledge of nutrition 
• Peer pressure and nutritional choice 
• Social norm for body image 
• Self-esteem 
• Nutrition and health 
• The role of communications technology in building an image 
• The effect of positive vs. negative image 
• Shaping/building an image 
• Reasons for needing the information 
• O:>nsequences of not getting it 
• Applications for weather information 
• Planning 
• Safety 
• Damage control 
• Health 
• Profitability 
• Tourism /Travel 
• Industrial pollution 
• The role of communications in environmentally related issues 
• Real elated issues versus perceived related issues 
• Industryversus the environment 
• The economic benefits of pollution 
• The economic costs of pollution 
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Genetic engineering has made 
new and modified life forms 
possible. 
A new industry is moving in 
that requires new sources of 
electrical energy 
A tour company plans to bring 
tourists to your town 
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Related Issues 
• aoning 
• DNA modifications 
• Accelerate growth in plants and animals 
• Newplants 
• New animals 
• Economics of genetic engineering 
• Patented life forms 
• Ownership of life forms 
• Reproductive technology 
• Gtltural impacts 
• Gtltural bias 
• The role of comnnmications technology in enabling people to 
make informed decisions 
• The role of genetic engineering in economics 
• Methods of electrical production 
• Impact of electrical production methods on the environment 
• Trade-off between economic activity and the environment 
• Public relations issues related to production and implementation 
of electrical generating industries 
• Airline access and costs 
• Ferry costs. 
• Gasoline prices 
• Alternate transportation 
• Time and route to get there 
• Look and general tidiness of the community 
• Convenience-Inconvenience 
• Accommodations, impact on traffic, lifestyles 
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Sample Situations 
Schools and parents need to 
communicate effectively with 
one another 
Some students attend school 
but do not participate 
The school is recycling 
materials but it is not as 
effective as it could be. 
Teachers and students do not 
startup or shut down the 
computers properly 
C-6 
Related Issues 
• What needs to be communicated 
• Parental interest 
• Parent-school interactions 
• Parent-child relationships 
• Parental responsibilities 
• School responsibilities 
• Methods and processes 
• Responses 
• Student responsibility 
• Feedback and response to feedback 
• Teacher attitudes 
• Participation and interest 
• Participation and perception of personal value of 
education 
• Self-esteem and participation 
• Teacher-student interactions 
• Reading skill and participation in learning 
• C:Ollecting 
• Sorting 
• Delivery to site 
• Fund-raising 
• Attitudes 
• Engaging people in the process 
• Beverage containers are mixed in the sorting bins. 
• Non-recyclable materials are being placed in the bins 
• Proper procedure for startup/ shutdown 
• Cosing applications 
• Logging on/ off the network 
• Management of the equipment 
• Sharing access 
• Responsible use 
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Sample Situations 
A lot of vehicular traffic 
operates on the school 
grounds 
Many students smoke 
School resource centers 
cannot accommodate all the 
needs of students 
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Related Issues 
• Loading zones 
• Speed 
• Safety 
• Access 
• Disability access 
• Time of access 
• Parking 
• Student play zones 
• P ark.ing lot design 
• Health related issues 
• Ventilation 
• Age legislation 
• Place where people smoke 
• Why people smoke 
• Peer pressure 
• Economics 
• Student waiting list for materials 
• Associated costs 
• Lending/borrowing responsibilities 
• Library management 
• Accessibility 
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Appendix D: Resources 
Introduction There are numerous resources available related to communications 
technology and technology education. The authorized texts for the 
course off er a solid foundation for the concepts presented and they 
off er suggestions for student activities and assessment. The 
authorized texts are: 
URL's 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
• Technology Interactions {Harms and Swemofs~ student 
edition {class set of 15 copies) 
• Technology Interactions - Teacher's Resource Guide 
{Harms, Swemofsky et al) {1 cop:0 
• Design and Problem Solving in Technology (Hutchinson, 
Karsnitz) student edition {teacher reference cop:0 {1 cop:0 
The Internet provides a rich and exhaustive database of information 
that both the teacher and student can use as resources for the course. 
Included in this appendix is a listing of URL's for web sites that 
contain information applicable for the Communications Technology 
course. The URL's were identified during Spring 2001 and were 
active up to the time of this guide's printing. However, the Internet 
is dynamic, it is constantly changing and evolving and it may be 
possible that some of the URL's given may not be accurate at some 
point in the future. 
Teachers are encouraged to visit the sites listed and conduct their 
own Internet searches to supplement. Students will also benefit 
from utilizing the Internet, one of the best conununication 
technology tools in the world, and will be able to apply some of 
their understanding of the concepts in the course to it. 
The URL's listed are organized according to discrete course topics. 
It should be noted that many of the web sites identified can be used 
as information sources for many of the topics; web sites should be 
revisited for additional information related to subsequent topic 
coverage. The web sites listed are just a sampling of available online 
web sites dealing with communications technology topics. Further 
Internet searching is encouraged. 
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Communications History Sites 
• The Media History Project 
http:/ I www.mediahistory;com 
• The Development of International Telecommunications in 
the Victorian Era 
http ://www.cwhistory.com/history/TeacherPack!fPintro .html 
• The Smithsonian Institution 
http:/ I www.si.edu/ 
• Internet Timeline 
http:/ I www.zakon.org/ robert/ internet/ time line/ 
• The Computer Museum History C.enter 
http:/ I www.computerhistory;org/ 
• Get Ready for Digital Convergence: A Primer on Life in 
the Twenty-First Century 
http:/ I www.emcp.com/ intro_oc/ reading7 .htm 
Graphic Design Sites 
• Graphic Design Links 
http:/ /graphicdesign.about.com/ arts/graphicdesign/ 
• Graphic Design Portal 
http:// graphicdesign.searchking.~om/ 
• Graphic Design Web Site {EastWest Project) 
http:/Iwww.stemnet.nf.ca/ eastwestl 
• Graphic Design Basics 
http:/ I www.graphicdesignbasics.com/ 
• Grantastic Design Glossary 
http:/ I www.grantasticdesigns.com/ glossary;html 
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• Graphic Designers Paradise 
http:/ I desktoppublishing.com/ design.html 
Graphics Software 
• Corel Draw Suite 
http:/ I www.corel.com 
• Adobe Photoshop 
http://www.adobe.com/ 
• Paint Shop Pro 
http://www.jasc.com 
• Software Download Site 
http://stemnet.tucows.com/ 
Graphics Tutorials 
• Corel Draw and PhotoPaint Tutorials 
http://www.linecraft.com/ tutorials.htm 
• Graphics Unleashed - Listing of many graphics tutorials 
http://www.unleash.com/ tipstricks/ 
• GrafX Design Tutorials 
http://www.grafx-design.com/tutorials.html 
• Corel Designer.com Web Site 
http://www.designer.com/ 
• Linecraft Grafics Tutorials 
http://www.linecraft.com/ corel-tutorials.htm 
• Graphix Land Tutorials 
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http:/ I www.graphixland.com/ tutorials.shtml 
• C:Orel PhotoPaint Tutorials 
http://www.visionary-voyager.eom.au/coreV 
photopaint/ 
• C:Orel Draw Tips 
http:/ I www,mccannas.com/ othertip/other.htm 
• C:Orel Draw Users Page 
http://www.vakcer.com/ oberon/ draw/index.htm 
HTML and Web Site Development Sites 
• Yale's Web Style Guide 
http:/ /info.med.y;ile.edu/ cairn/manual/ contents.html 
• Standardly Speaking About HTML 
http:/ I www.mcli.dist.maricopa.edu/ tut/ tutO.html 
• Creating Graphics for the Web 
http://www.widearea.eo.uk/designer/ index.html 
• Dmitry's Design Lab 
http:/ I www,webref ere nee.com/ dlab/ 
• Web Page Design for Designers 
http:/Iwww.wpdfd.com/ index.htm 
• Web Design Tips 
http://www.design.ru/ ttt/ 
• HTML: 8 Lessons for Beginners 
http:/ I www.netpedia.com/ html/tutorials/ 
• Writing HTML - Tutorials for Teachers 
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Appendix D - Resources 
http://www.mcli.dist.maricopa.edu/ tut/ 
• All-HTML Tutorials for Beginners 
http:/ I all-html.com/ 
Technology Education Sites 
• International Technology Education Association (ITEA) 
http:/ I www.iteawww,org/ 
Various Topical Sites 
• Can Copy Web Site 
http://www.cancopy;com/ 
• The Discovery Otannel Canada's web site 
http:/ I www.discovery;ca/ 
• High-Tech Online Dictionary 
http:/ I www.computeruser.com/ resources/ dictionary/ 
index.html 
• How Stuff Works 
http:/ I www.howstuffworks.com/ 
• . Online Dictionary of Computing 
http:/ I wombat.doc.ic.ac. uk/ f oldoc/ index.html 
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Appendix E - Grid Paper 
Appendix E: Grid Paper 
Introduction 
Grade 7 Communications Technology Module 
Included in this appendix are three samples of grid paper: 
• Isometric {ponrait) 
• Isometric Qandscape) 
• Orthographic 
The grids can be copied and distributed to students to use as guides 
for the sketching exercises that are part of Unit 2 - Basic SkiDs, Tcpic 
1.· Camunicatim Graphiis - Sketchint, ard Sirrpk TtJmical, Dra~. 
Sketches can be drawn directly on the grids, or the grids can be 
placed underneath plain paper and used as guides. 
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